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Putri Misnia Shary Bahri She not just  Poetess but an Author soloist-artists
songwriter making a comeback song Yes I do, If you ever leave in the making,
and her upcoming children's book There goes my baby is soon to be released.
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13 Words Holiday Poem
 
Poetry of the heart where love forever longingly and lingering in our heart.
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Yours Forever
 
In coldest spring
I've found
warmth in your-love
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Underneath The Starry Sky
 
I lie underneath the starry sky and my mind recalled us when we were kids in
the longingly ago past has taught us that friendship stays with us best friends
that feels like family, always lingering in our heartbeat forever.
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In The Heartbeat
 
The cold spring of march the warmest love that keeps us moving on a long ago
memory of good people remaining permanent in our heart beat it's lingering
forever as forever it stay in the heartbeat.
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Love Speak
 
Speak only the true that only 
love express without words
but you can feel the
deepest feelings that the
heartbeat longingly
in distance of time.
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My Endless Love
 
I've lost you in unsaid goodbye
I've found you in perfect timing
when life was in a lowest downfall and rockbottom with you I'm whole again a
love that's I've called home my endless love.
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Goodnight Mr.Moon
 
Goodnight, Mr. Moon, up high in the sky,
Shining so brightly, as the day passes by.
You twinkle and glow, a silver-white hue,
Watching over us all, as dreams come into view.
 
Goodnight, Mrs. Sun, with your radiant light,
Warming the Earth, from morning 'til night.
You paint the sky, with colors so grand,
As you sink in the horizon, like a ball in your hand.
 
The stars start to twinkle, as bedtime draws near,
The creatures of night, they all start to appear.
The owls hoot softly from their cozy tree nest,
Whispering lullabies, as they snuggle and rest.
 
The crickets chirp gently, a lullaby so sweet,
The sleepy fireflies dance, with twinkling feet.
The night is alive, with a magical tune,
As the moon and the sun, prepare for their swoon.
 
The moon says, 'Goodnight, my dear Mrs. Sun,
Rest your golden rays, when the day is done.'
And Mrs. Sun replies, 'Goodnight, Mr. Moon,
Shine upon dreams, with your silvery tune.'
 
So close your eyes now, little ones, it's time for bed,
Let the moonlight guide you, as you rest your head.
Dream of adventures, in lands far and wide,
With Mr. Moon and Mrs. Sun by your side.
 
Goodnight, Mr. Moon, and goodnight, Mrs. Sun,
Until we meet again, when the new day has begun.
Sleep tight, little ones, with hearts full of glee,
For tomorrow awaits, with wonders to see.
 
Bedtime story  dedicated to my niece & nephew
©?Putri misnia shary Bahri
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~ Mrs. Awaludin ~
 
~ Mrs. Awaludin ~
In a moment of bliss, our paths intertwined,
As we embarked on a journey, two souls combined.
Today, my love, the day we become one,
From Ms to Mrs. Awaludin, forever begun.
 
With each step we take down the aisle of dreams,
Radiant smiles illuminate the moonlit beams.
Our hearts beat in rhythm, a symphony of love,
United in a bond, blessed from above.
 
Your hand in mine, a touch so divine,
Promising a future, where our souls align.
Together we'll face life's joys and its strife,
Bound by a love that transcends time and life.
In your eyes, I find solace, a love so pure,
A love that will endure, steadfast and sure.
You are my rock, my shelter in life's storm,
With you by my side, I am forever warm.
 
As I say 'I do, ' my heart overflows,
With gratitude for the love our union bestows.
A promise whispered, sealed with a kiss,
To cherish and adore, eternal bliss.
 
Today, I become your wife, your partner, your friend,
A love story that will never know an end.
Together we'll create a tapestry of dreams,
A love so profound, it forever gleams.
 
So, let us embark on this journey anew,
Hand in hand, our love pure and true.
From Ms to Mrs. Awaludin, my love for you soars,
A love that deepens, forevermore.
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The Best Blessing In Life,
 
In this journey of life, a treasure we've found,
A love so profound, in perfect blessing crowned.
Two souls intertwined, with hearts beating as one,
Our union, a miracle beneath the golden sun.
 
Your touch, like whispers of sweet serenity,
Ignites a fire within, a love's divinity.
In your eyes, I glimpse a universe untold,
A love story written in stars, forever to unfold.
 
Each moment spent together, a heavenly delight,
A symphony of emotions, like birds taking flight.
Your laughter, a melody that fills my soul,
With you, my love, I am forever whole.
 
Through life's twists and turns, we'll always endure,
For our love's foundation is strong and pure.
Side by side, we'll weather any storm we face,
Embracing love's grace, in its warm embrace.
 
So let us cherish this gift, a love so rare,
A bond beyond measure, a love beyond compare.
Together we'll walk, hand in hand, forevermore,
Our love, the best blessing life has in store.
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If I Find You,
 
If I find you love, chances anew,
Forgive me, for my heart is true,
Healing will come, with each passing day,
As we walk together, come what may.
 
Love is a journey, with twists and turns,
But our hearts will guide us, as our passion burns,
With each step we take, we'll grow stronger still,
And our love will flourish, with a steadfast will.
 
Chances we'll take, to make things right,
For love is worth it, with all its might,
Forgiveness will flow, like a gentle stream,
Washing away our past, like a forgotten dream.
 
Healing will come, as we open our hearts,
To the beauty of love, that never departs,
And with each passing moment, we'll find,
Our love will grow stronger, and forever bind.
 
So let us take this chance, and embrace our love,
Forgiving the past, and looking above,
For the future is bright, with love in our sight,
And we'll walk together, with hearts alight.
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White Rose,
 
White roses, pure and fair,
Symbol of love beyond compare,
In their petals, beauty lies,
Whispering secrets of untold ties.
 
Their fragrance fills the air,
Aromas of passion and care,
Soft as a lover's caress,
Bringing forth feelings of tenderness.
 
In the garden of love, they bloom,
Their beauty brightening the gloom,
Their purity a reflection of the heart,
Love that shall never depart.
 
Like the warmth of the deep blue sea,
Love that flows endlessly,
A never-ending tide of emotion,
A bond that defies all notion.
 
Oh, how women love their spouse,
Purest as a blossoms rose,
Deepest as the warmth of the sea,
A love that shall forever be.
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Listen Your Heart Poetry,
 
Listen to your heart, it whispers in the night,
A melody so sweet, it fills you with delight.
It speaks of love and hope, of dreams yet to come true,
And guides you on your journey, in all that you pursue.
 
Be still and listen closely, to the rhythm of your soul,
For it knows your deepest yearnings, and can make you whole.
It echoes with your passions, and sings of who you are,
And leads you to a path, that will take you very far.
 
So when the world is loud, and you can't find your way,
Just close your eyes and listen, to what your heart will say.
For it holds the key to happiness, and the power to inspire,
And will guide you to a future, that's filled with love and fire.
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I Found Hope In,
 
I found hope loving you,
Amidst the darkness of my days,
A light that shone so bright and true,
Guiding me in countless ways.
 
Your love was like a beacon,
A flame that never died,
And in the midst of chaos and confusion,
It was the one thing I could rely.
 
It gave me strength to carry on,
To face each trial and test,
And though the road was often long,
Your love brought me home to rest.
 
I found hope loving you,
A reason to believe,
That even when the skies were blue,
Your love was all I'd need.
 
And now I stand before you,
With gratitude in my heart,
For the hope that you've imbued,
And the love that won't depart.
 
For in your arms I've found my peace,
My solace and my joy,
And I will love you endlessly,
My hope, my light, my buoy.
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Holding On To First Love,
 
Holding on to first love,
 
Though time may pass and memories fade,
My heart still holds on to our first love, unafraid.
 
Your touch, your kiss, your gentle embrace,
Are etched in my mind, and nothing can replace.
 
Our first love was pure, innocent, and true,
And though we may have drifted apart, my heart still belongs to you.
 
Like the first light of dawn, our love was bright,
And though the day may end, it still shines in my sight.
 
You were my first love, my heart's first beat,
And though we may be apart, the memory of us still feels sweet.
 
With every passing moment, my love for you grows stronger,
And though we may be apart, my heart can hold on no longer.
 
Our first love may have been fleeting,
But the memory of it is forever worth keeping.
 
Like the first snow of winter, our love was pure and new,
And though the seasons may change, my heart still holds
on to you.
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Blind Love
 
The love that holding on ain't worth awaiting if love meant for your little darling
he won't waste a single year of your life if he meant for you he met the holy
vows met forever and always and made you his bride that call real love
remember action speak louder than words.
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A Flower Garden
 
A flower garden  reminded of our love so purest can't easily break nor change it's
feelings.
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White Heart
 
Pure heart is rare smiles concealing scars to the public eye's forgive to let go.
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Pure Love Vow's,
 
Love is like the wind
you can't see it, but
you can feel it
love is like a rainbow
after the storm
sunshine after the rain.
 
Life doesn't always
roses nor  beautiful 
there high and low
of togetherness through
stormy rain and sunshine
caused what makes life
whole and beautiful
 
is a deepest purest  feelings
of love blossoms through our
life that leading  to vows an
overflow purest love that's
blossoms through our lifetime
that doesn't change it's feelings.
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Don't Wait For Me,
 
There a time to call to mind all those loved ones who have gone before us some
people will hold onto past hurts because there's something about the trauma
drama linked to the past.
 
Holding onto the past is always detrimental in one way or another people hold
onto the past because they confuse feeling with reacting
 
a sense that you would see emotions as a warning sign rather than an avenue for
healing challenge is, in order to heal, you have to feel it.
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When I Can't See The Light,
 
When I can't see the light
a sudden irregular
heart beats distress
of burnt of conceals
inside, of me it's fade
it's light above me as it
fainted me away on a
white wedding
 
afternoon of summer
on July love is the cure
that's what they've
 
said as time goes with the
year taking from our life
his love was a blessing
a miracle prayers that
 
I longingly search for
pure love has planted
a seeds it's blossoms
through our feelings
through our lifetime.
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Life Is A Spice,
 
Life is a spice that you taste the bitterness sourness sweetest
 
saltiness to love to be loved back has the butterflies feelings and has the purest
feelings and the burnt feelings burying inside that cover
 
through a smile if love is lasting it lead to vows that don't waste  a life year long
if it's false it won't lead to no where but an excuse.
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She,
 
There so many people that look alike her she rare irreplaceable she never lose
her etiquette never lose her manners through burnt
she carry she still smile to
the fullest
 
there so many rumors she don't date she rather marry people do talk about
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Am I Unwanted?
 
I could see it
I could realize it by the way you've cheated played the games of love burnt my
 
feelings and toy my heart
by the time you've realize what you've missing it be too late for you to take
my hand's, by the time
 
I walked out of you, you've blinded cause you caught in your game.
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Like The Sky Bloom,
 
Like the sky bloom
like our purest timesless love
through times of life living
through us whole us complete
our world just you & me
through our awaking whole
life through.
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Love In Vows,
 
Love in marriage
vows of holy
caused pure love
keeping faith in
God  blessing a
marriage vows
won't wait of
wasted of life
long year of one
another love devotion
in longest silent prayer.
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Reflection Of Hopes,
 
Reflection of hopes
 
Hope is an emotion characterized
by positive feelings about the
immediate or long-term future.
 
hope is coupled with high motivation,
optimism, and a generally elevated
mood.
 
Hope is defined as the perceived ability
to produce pathways to achieve desired
goals and to motivate oneself to use
those pathways.
 
&quot;hope&quot; seem close to &quot;wish&quot;: &quot;to cherish
a desire with anticipation: to want
something to happen or be true.&quot;
 
Hope believes you will get through it.
Hope remembers the times you made
it through. Hope teams with faith and
believes in the impossible.
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°promise°
 
Dear, Hubby
 
Whenever spring started to blossoms its seeds and form  flowery rose it brings
back moments in times it mark our 5 year's of life blessing.
 
Your love given strength to carry through you gave meaning what love devotion
is timeless of love does not fade its feelings ever since our holy vows it's given us
meaning on our pre-wedding on spring.
 
Partner is a lover and a beloved in one Love is a feeling which cannot be hidden
even when meant to be can't imagine my world without you give and take is in
love, Pure happiness
 
Pain & anger mix of emotions love  sacrifices of happiness wellbeing promises
you keep when you truly love your partner, you see them part of your life and
your future.
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Vows Of Love Devotion,
 
Vows of love devotion
lasting love unbreakable
bond of firm strength trust
of purest love blossom
 
through life blessing overflow
overfill through timeless love
a mirror of each other reflection in form of a spouse.
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Life Is That Poem,
 
you learn to be patience
in terms of others trying
bursting your bubbles
in they're anger response
 
in a calmer polite in a manner
it's teach you to forgive though your heart burnt in silent you still smiles given
brighter to others people
 
your silent prayer are
your only stronger
strength in hopelessly
hopes brave pure heart
unbreakable pure kindness
unbreakable heart may burnt
tears may shades
 
strongest lady you are
smiles brighter in wounded
heart stronger enough to
aspire above wounded
cover with a brighter smile
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My Psychology Teaching Told Me,
 
My Psychology teaching told me purest love isn't a waiting games of wasteing
year's of one another life it's love that meet devotion secure of relationship
getting married moving in together, in that way pure first love blossoms through
your whole lifetime.
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My Fear Is Connected To,
 
the past burnt only seventeen living a double life it did hurt me bursting tear for
a moment, but it making me wiser and stronger then ever it was his love that
carry me through as his wife his only purest love was the blessing give to look
ahead.
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The Past Is A Mystery,
 
it has lift my burnt heart it lighten how it felt, I've found my world I've found my
missimg heart love was a cure blessing with restored heart that blessings me
alive that God has blessed another life recovery of heart failure in longest of
silent only then I've realized how did I do it by myself past is a mystery unclear
for a moment yet it moving you forward to a better place
 
Love so purest it didn't erase it leading to a blessing love so purest unbreakable
unbidden it's stronger feeling ever then before our life blessing since the moment
in time when our world complete when love so purest as the deepest beathingful
heartbeat the way breath given us to live within us as longer as its alive that's
how purest love living through us.
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Heart Illusion Of Love,
 
It's strangest feeling the way the heartbeat longingly for so long, but you can't
hold it no more caused it's burnt you deepest, chance on love keeping breaking
the more you hold on till, you can't hold it any longer, but the burnt arise to find
you to find your way out to pick your self back on your feet again and erase what
longingly to let go only then love will come into your life in perfect blessing
miracle of a cure that some of us blinded to realize but some of us realize.
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Illusion Of Love,
 
It's strangest feeling the way the heartbeat longingly for so long, but you can't
hold it no more caused it's burnt you deepest, chance on love keeping breaking
the more you hold on till, you can't hold it any longer, but the burnt arise to find
you to find your way out to pick your self back on your feet again and erase what
longingly to let go only then love will come into your life in perfect blessing
miracle of a cure that some of us blinded to realize but some of us realize.
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Voice Of Love,
 
It's strangest feeling the way the heartbeat longingly for so long, but you can't
hold it no more caused it's burnt you deepest, chance on love keeping breaking
the more you hold on till, you can't hold it any longer, but the burnt arise to find
you to find your way out to pick your self back on your feet again and erase what
longingly to let go only then love will come into your life in perfect blessing
miracle of a cure that some of us blinded to realize but some of us realize.
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Déjà Vu Illusion Of Love,
 
It's strangest feeling the way the heartbeat longingly for so long, but you can't
hold it no more caused it's burnt you deepest, chance on love keeping breaking
the more you hold on till, you can't hold it any longer, but the burnt arise to find
you to find your way out to pick your self back on your feet again and erase what
longingly to let go only then love will come into your life in perfect blessing
miracle of a cure that some of us blinded to realize but some of us realize.
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Dear Love,
 
Love that is pure is that kind of  lasting love that came in perfect timing that
cures everything kindness
compassion deepest devotion affection deepest as the heartbeat a lively through
awaking life
 
Love is unselfish and benevolent love is the
mirror of divine grows
within you heal
 
your wounds, accept your flaws and keep you safe to love to be loved back in
return a sincerity feelings so purest
as the heartbeat.
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The Air Is Warmer Than Before,
 
Only on your in  hold of your warmth hugs warmth of our pure love that folds us
in each other's arm's like sun and cold bring a warmth in a spring season where
the purest of a warmth of pure love arises in blossoms form of flower among us
spouse.
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Amaze Of Love,
 
Amaze of love,
 
It's amaze how pure love can make you feel without even saying a words but you
can truly feel it in you
 
A friend a love you can fall back two in one feelings can tune in a longingly
heartbeat respect automatically wishes love through forgiveness.
 
Only in distance the innersoul of the heartbeat makes the heart grow fonder in
absence of purest love
 
In closer but yet far it can function just as well as those in which partners live
close to each other.
 
In distance pure love is a strong emotional connection only a rare couples in love
so purest make a longest distance work
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I'm No Longer Interested,
 
The warning love that isn't blinded her heart caused she ain't a fool to fall for him
sweet talker as a player she knows whom he with in the past he has two
girlfriend's just to toy a heart she a stronger women who hidden burnt ever since
he cheat he never values nor respect his games of a player never fooling her he's
free to cheat as much as he wants without consequences because there's no
marriage so who cares what he does.
 
The thing's she knew about him she keept it away from him longest as the
relationship functions her burnt never seems to lift off her heart wishing to ended
so bad she prayed for a miracle Dear, God please erase him from my memory
and please apart us till oneday came without goodbye she happen to walked out
of him never looking back for him even if it's for the last time they don't met.
 
She stronger than ever her purest heart soul love him heartedly, but in return
her heart been toy fool she is an artist poet a model she never disclose to anyone
if she ever left will her memories live through in life of other that knew her
kindness, if he however realize how much he needed her love which would be too
late to turn back time.
 
Everything she needed is him but he can never do anything for her is this love to
him? Even when she knew how many gal's she keept by himself, Don't he  know
that she find out? Is this love to him?
Where were him when she needed him? Where were he  when she need a
shoulder to lin on?
And where were he when she was alright? He where never there just leaving
emptiness leaving burnt arise inside her heartbeat longingly to find him
 
She knew who he is, she know what past player he was then, She never knew he
gonna toy her heart, She wasn't his fool She wasn't blinded by his game.
 
Try to replaced her only a face of looked alike, but not a person whom love him
whole enough to passes through havey storm lighting thunder hurricane havey
rain somehow the rain and burt of pure love mix together in lightning storm and
rain no one can ever hear the deepest scream through dawn of daylight
 
A chance on love to make it right his words were his excuses, She done that the
moment she drawn a line when everything comes to an end she over his lies she
over his games to lose him is to find her way to find her those memories started
to erase him from her heart and from her mind.
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~hold On & Let Go,
 
Drowning deepest in your words, your words became a colder day by a day,
dagger through this heart of my but why it's still longingly for you, but why the
burnt keeping arise inside in this heartbeat longingly to find you but somehow it
faded you in my memory my longest mute distance me from the
people I knew.
 
In losing the one you with is louder scream in your mind that reminds you it's,
time to leave and walked out the burnt is a too much
 
time to let go of what you no longer hold on to perhaps onside love that doesn't
lead you somewhere too much
is too much, chances have limits and burnt needed to heal by letting go and
don't turn back, cause by leaving it help you find your inner peace and erase
 
taken years to get clarity of mind and heartbeat in that way the purest love
knocked the door to your heartbeat that stayed with you for longest that whole
your life lasting pure love cure every heartbeat that vows met.
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Love Hides Behind,
 
butterfly feelings are  in the beginning and purest love do arise of burnt fire
burning deepest love when you love
heartedly butterflies embody the soul of a departed loved one butterflies in
 
the stomach as a sign of being in love, when two people feel infatuated by each
other.
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Love,
 
A love could only bloom when purest feelings of the purest devotion of the purest
love never dies easily cause it's from the deepest heart
 
the purest love that don't
easily break a love a rise
overflow like the river and a sea kisses
 
like rose like blossoms flower
on a spring like the warmth
breeze of spring sunshine
flowers blossoms needed
one another
 
to love to be love with the purest feelings rises hopes rising strength in every
awaking day of a life blessing
 
Love so purest faithful feeling can't ever be replaced it attached to the inner
soulful heartbeat that how purest is love in a longingly distance that how purest
could ever be.
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Destiny Of Love,
 
Destiny of love,
 
She cannot forget the tone of his voice it's recalled all long-lost memories of
them when they were a child never know that her short amnesia restore his
voice in her mind restored pure love in her memories they longingly looking to
get to each other love in longest long of years apart them
 
She've searched for him she can't find him, no where her heartbeat longingly to
find him so did he
 
She bury burnt in her purest soul behind her sea eyes she hidden her painful
burnt at the bottom of her brightest smile defeated her burnt
 
she bury the deepest burnt inside her weaken heartbeat how much longer should
she have to wait for a ray of sun to erase her burnt pain she carry for so long
 
How long should she walks to get to his love
 
She do not expect that he leave her just like that she love him heartedly but his
blinded made her leave is that it even faith that they ended up meeting one
another on time they don't speak nor seek of each other, they lose themselves
between their kisses they cannot help nor to avoid
 
Pure love do not wait nor leave pure love will find away at the time love, so
purest cannot talk, as sometimes it's strange how love doesn't look for one
another
 
The Purest love loses in between kisses, that can't help it, nor can't avoid it.
 
He thought she gone he recalled her face in his sleepless hours her faces her
voice recalled what he misses it was her his heartbeat longingly ever since they
were a child, they met at the age of 8 met again at the age of seventeen
 
She restored her short amnesia it was him her heartbeat longingly for all this
longest long mute of years time take away from one another
 
He left his unfaithful gal and married the love of his life a gal he knew that long
gone his heartbeat longingly for her ever since, his purest love for her can never
replace it faith destiny how vows met in the longest prayer that God has blessing



them into one spouse.
 
' pure love never giving up on one another high devotion met the holy vows if
two on a same path love leading to the holy vows a purest purpose that love a
lasting for a lifetime'
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I Chose Courage Over Comfort When,
 
&quot;Courage is telling the story of whom you are with your whole heart,
vulnerability, willingness to do something when there are no guarantees.&quot;
 
From stranger to someone Important that attached to your heartbeat that
longingly in distance the purest love being deeply in loved in hopes in hopelessly
hours it given strength there is nothing more powerful than loving, and being
loved in return.
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Your Special Day Blooms,
 
after you recover from a heart failure at the age 24th you keep by yourself and
pass through it by your own, your silent
 
mute drowning you in the deepest thought wanting to leave to start a
 
family at the age of 26 it's the happiest moment how the
purest love came into
 
your life in the right timeless blessing that vows has met all meaning to a life
 
after the burnt erase from your heart how love is filling with endless it's
 
upright your life around it's upgrade your pending work only pure love could cure
everything
 
caused a pure love
devotion what keeping us
going sparks of pure love
to live through our life.
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Hold On & Let Go,
 
Drowning deepest in your words, your words became a colder day by a day,
dagger through this heart of my but why it's still longingly for you, but why the
burnt keeping arise inside in this heartbeat longingly to find you but somehow it
faded you in my memory my longest mute distance me from the
people I knew.
 
In losing the one you with is louder scream in your mind that reminds you it's,
time to leave and walked out the burnt is a too much time to let go of what you
no longer
hold on to perhaps onside love that doesn't lead you somewhere too much
is too much, chances have limits and burnt needed to heal by letting go and
don't turn back, cause by leaving it help you find your inner peace and erase
taken years to get clarity of mind and heartbeat in that way the purest love
knocked the door to your heartbeat that stayed with
you for longest that whole your life lasting pure love
cure every heartbeat that vows met.
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Burnt Turn Her Around,
 
In long-lost teenager year short amnesia burnt inside a heartbeat that isn't in
right place, but a late death of family is struggling faint heart that ain't easily
dissolve nor to forget a life will never be the same you knew you are breathing
lively lost in the longest mute just as the first burnt almost never erase nor
aware pure heartedly love can be the deepest burnt can't hold on its like
earthquake breaking your heart and shake your heart your world, and you lift
your self and walked away. In God Blessing another life after recovery heart
failure realizing how stronger you are you making it through by yourself people
who knew what you gonna through worry about you.
 
Just strongest prayers that making a life easier. You make it through dawn to
dust in God blessing of life
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Headline And Tabloids Full Of Nonsense,
 
Headline and tabloids full of nonsense she gets so pestering finding out what the
headline wrote about her she burst her bubble for a moment what bloody hell
you, ding it you want to start a war I end the war I'll inform your Mama and sue
your tabloid headlines you've written whom you referring she gotten too many
boyfriends you dimwit they're my kiddos and plus they're my childhood brother's
and blood brothers.
 
You dammit don't drag them in you sicko.
 
She's shouting her pestering words out in bursting bubbles it relief her after
hides it for so long she felt relief.
 
Her voice recalled times of childhood moments she never knows that her
childhood brother's in a look for her she in a look for them all this time that taken
away from them.
 
The wavy curl, and the straight bang a brother's they both looked liked her she
looked alike them.
 
 
Childhood memories restored in her mind she recalled of a face and a voice to a
lost longest childhood memories.
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When My Past Calls,
 
It's say the burnt of teenage
years will erase in your 24th
somewhere in your 30th you
gonna met
 
your long lost childhood
brother's whom you called
Even Steven (Elham & Steve) 
in long ago
 
memories, they do remember
you Same way you remember
them ever since you were 8 yrs old.
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Tge Birds Above Me,
 
If you however lost
when you're heartbeat burnt when the heartbeat just can't take it anymore look
above
the sky how the birds fly through the wide sky seeing the freedom without
heartache and purest love remains in your heart forever and love is the only cure
that safe you.
 
Beautiful soul beautiful pure heartbeat beautiful pure soul love heartedly without
limit love has no doubts pure soul and heart never shatter never break but do
felt burnt caused it's purest that never break.
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A Thing Of Beauty,
 
Beautiful soul
a beautiful heart
so pure that always light
and rose in others people life lift hope in hopelessly hours
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Dear Childhood  Brother's,
 
Dear childhood  brother's,
 
Elham & Steve wherever you both are I always remembered you both to the
moment, when we were child when we
were 8 yrs old we never thought that were looking for one another ever since
a time taken away from us without a goodbye but my inner child has always
remembered both of your face and both of your voice reply in my mind, we met
again in older versions of us in our
early 30s you both are my looked alike think a liked you both are like my twin's
brother's knowing me well enough may God bless you with love that met holy
vows that loves lead away hopes the both gal's you both found someday loves
you more no boyfriend girlfriend
relationship caused it may hurt both of you caused if you both married a love of
your life it's whole your world it
won't shake your world nor your heart.
 
My prayers will always be with you both.
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When You're Afraid Of Failure,
 
Just remembered whom you were when you were younger fierce looking forward
to something new remember childhood brothers in long ago memories that they'll
go through together with you when it's struggle or a challenge somehow they're
voice recalled a time and make you look up ahead.
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Spark Your Love,
 
Companionship, Passion and Purpose honesty and trust devotion become the
foundation for everything in a successful marriage.
 
women look to their spouse to be a lover and friend, but they also want him to
be supportive and trustworthy.
 
They want to know that he will be there and will be loyal
 
statement is not meant to echo the ever-advised mantra that maturity is
important.
 
ideal partner is open, undefended and willing to be vulnerable.
 
Honesty & Integrity
Respect & Independence
Empathy
Affection
Sense of Humor
 
For a lasting love in marriage
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Love Answer,
 
Puppy love, also known as a crush, is an informal term for feelings of romantic or
platonic love, often felt during childhood and early adolescence, generally 4 to 15
year olds. It is named for its resemblance to the adoring, worshipful affection
that may be felt by a puppy.
 
It 's not that men ever forget their first love or to deliberately find a replacement
 
Love is always special, but your first love moves you in a way that is inherently
unique.
 
You feel stronger after a bad relationship  the second love is real it teaches you
to trust in love once again, its brilliant qualities.
 
It teaches you that you are capable of loving again, more strongly this time.
 
Second love is there to pick up the pieces that your first love left you.
 
your second love comes more rationality.
You are wiser, older, better.
 
Your second love may do things that your first love never did and you just may
find how much you like it.
 
They do not easily forget the love you have shown to them and the biggest thing
that most men can relate to is that they have a tuff time forgetting their First
Love.
 
It is said that no one forgets their first love.
 
A man never ever forgets his first love.
 
First love stays in a man's heart forever.
 
Lucky are those who get married to their first love.
 
Even if you give your soul to the man, he will take the fullest from your soul but
would sleep in the memories of his first love while holding your soul from one
hand.
 



You can never stop loving the person you loved and still move on with your life
 
The success of your marriage when marrying your first love, could go either way.
 
 
Like any marriage, it 's about entering into it with a healthy idea of love and
relationships.
 
And it's important to know that you both have clear communication about
foundational aspects of a relationship.
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This Is Goodbye Rock/Pop Balled
 
In long ago memories that pass through us recalled your voice restore my short
amnasiya restore what our life use to be how life was young and free no burnt to
feel to love heartedly no heartache awakening the sleepless hours from dawn to
dust in mute of silent lose in thought of silent glance of love so pure it vanish like
wind blows in the sky why it hurt so bad why the burnt like fire arise inside this
heartbeat longingly to find him where were you when I needed you the most but
emptying that left don't think that i'll come back to find you chances are to much
to concel the deepest burnt burying inside this heartbeat I've the true what
you've hidden just as this weaken heart recover from the deepest burnt arise but
I'm over all your sweet talker and all of that drama you've hidden from me this
isn't love to you it's just a game to fool this heart far to long far too much to bury
another burnt please don't act like you worry about me I'm half death as I'am
I've make it through once but this time is goodbye this heartstrings can't bury it
any more this is goodbye don't think that i'll be holding on this is goodbye.
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Whe A Tree Loses Its Last Leaf,
 
Whe a tree loses its last leaf
there a new beginning it regrowth when it seasons came so does the life people
may came and go from our life, and people may talk about like they know people
may run they're mouth like they know the truth, but it's always the opposite of it
memories may restored in our mind that's longingly to turn back time love, you
thought was real was an illusion of Déjà vu is the feeling that one has lived
through the present situation before and struggling to let go of love one in a
mute of silent a late death of family's can be never erase from the heartbeat nor
the first purest love to be forget let go was a struggle faint heart was about to
cure of the deepest wound insecure within time heartache hidden away only love
can safe you maybe the burnt maybe the deepest scars always there but one
spring the purest love that attached to your heartbeat lift the burnt one spring
break love blossoms through life that never leaving you it's stayed with you for
the rest of your last breath as long as your heartbeat still alive that's how the
purest love stay in our life that allow us reform lift hope in hopelessly hours
defeating through our lifetime together a strongest bond of love regrowth
through times of life.
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In Her Memories,
 
If only love doesn't burnt inside her for a longest year of life when her heartbeat
about to recover why did it layers more burnt inside her weaken heart? A ghost
of his image in her mind recap reply his voice she thought it was love she
unwarily that her purest love was from her soul her purest love was from her
heartbeat Why did love so purest is a deepest burnt, ? burying deeper in her
heart her silent mute she still smile politely in her bury burnt he cannot see that
she love him heartedly his blinded with his cheating games of affair his words
was deepest deadly burnt she no longer hope to be with him, her absence
worried the people who love her kindness heart that lead others dark hours to
the brightest light and aspire to look ahead with hope in hopelessly hours of
guidance an honor of honesty only her childhood brothers and teachers knew her
better then the gossip that people talked about, she ain't sweet talker she just
doesn't bother what's others talk about she fantasy about vampire in her written
script for a movie or written a horror or romance movie script or lyrics that's her
life story no one knows about her she listened to rock classic a little pop a little
electronic a little of love song a little of everything she play a crops goth unreal
character from comedy horror series Veronica became a soloist after the apart of
florists gal band long ago in young memories of times her childhoods brother's
may known her as a daring none sweet talker a loyal heart of kindness in long
ago memories.
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Her Younger Self,
 
If only love doesn't burnt inside her for a longest year of life when her heartbeat
about to recover why did it layers more burnt inside her weaken heart? A ghost
of his image in her mind recap reply his voice she thought it was love she
unwarily that her purest love was from her soul her purest love was from her
heartbeat Why did love so purest is a deepest burnt, ? burying deeper in her
heart her silent mute she still smile politely in her bury burnt he cannot see that
she love him heartedly his blinded with his cheating games of affair his words
was deepest deadly burnt she no longer hope to be with him, her absence
worried the people who love her kindness heart that lead others dark hours to
the brightest light and aspire to look ahead with hope in hopelessly hours of
guidance an honor of honesty only her childhood brothers and teachers knew her
better then the gossip that people talked about, she ain't sweet talker she just
doesn't bother what's others talk about she fantasy about vampire in her written
script for a movie or written a horror or romance movie script or lyrics that's her
life story no one knows about her she listened to rock classic a little pop a little
electronic a little of love song a little of everything she play a crops Ghot unreal
character from comedy horror series Veronica became a soloist after the apart of
florists gal band long ago in young memories of times her childhoods brother's
may known her as a daring none sweet talker a loyal heart of kindness in long
ago memories.
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Unknown Her,
 
She only seventeen living a double life she a poet artist she left the community
clubhouse at the age of 24 her health need healing her weaken heartbeat almost
recovered, her longer mute ever since her long lost late family's member
death she never know how to be alright the bury burnt may arise in her
heartbeat she never aware a player burnt her heartbeat all that gone with the
wind blows.
 
Moral letting go is painful mute it's taken time to cure and let go and lead you to
someone that belong to you that vows love leading you.
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Writing Poem Is Like,
 
wrting your journey and how you survive through healing process how love came
into your life a journey of hopes destiny faith childhood memories restored in
poem that may or may not rhymes in words the voice of your heartbeat express
through your written words of lose hopes desire heartstrings memories of life
how it use to be.
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Fiery Temper She Is!
 
Her kindest most warm-hearted person you will ever meet love with her heart
smile for everyone she meets.
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Dear Papa,
 
From the moment I were born you were always on my side shaping me into the
strong confident smart person
 
I'am today I'm blessed that God has blessings you in my life.
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To My  'your Royal Highness' Grandmother,
 
Strong sweet blessing in so many way in so many guidance a truly manner of a
royal heart a royal etiquette I've learn ever since I was seven I learned the
meaning what true royalty is you
prepared me somehow though you vows your royal highness vows to not living a
royal life without having to follow the royal duty I'am blessed to
 
learn it from you have shaped my life with devotion into a beautiful soul your my
true angel that always there your vows of words will always stay in my heartbeat
within forever always.
 
I own you my vows in royal heart I'm sending my prayers beliving your form of
angel that watch me.
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Dear Late  Commander-In-Chief Grandpappy,
 
You are the source of wisdom strength that guidance in our life passion life
influences just sending my prayers in long ago memories that lives through us.
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Her Sexy Bunny Nickname Resmbol Her,
 
Bubbles sugarkiss the way she kisses the way she talks
Trixy sweet bottom the way her persona but not a sweet talker
 
Snuggle bunny the way she cares with all her heartbeat she in her soft embrace
that secure wounded heartbeat that hurts.
 
She too shy sometimes but she is stronger confident and ambitious person deep
down
 
sometime she too uncertain of herself! She can do anything she set her mind to,
if however  she dare to step outside her comfort zone people who knew her love
her for whom she is.
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That's Why People Love Her,
 
Her heart of giving
she have the biggest and most
beautiful heart in the world
she share everything with the people she love
 
She sweet, kind and loving a true angel on earth she would go to the moon and
back just to see a smile on the face of someone she care.
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On The Other Side Of Night,
 
Do you ever longingly for me in the far away land if you ever think of me how
our heartbeat longingly for one another in distance part us felt like the longest
year our heartbeat longingly felt like year without an end without each other side
is ain't complete nor whole but with each other besides it whole again in your
embrace where i belong to you.
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His Devotion,
 
A purest love that shatter you it's rebuild through times a bury burnt inside you
arise take deepest breath inhale out hale stepping out of his life that's what's her
heartbeat longingly her silent mute could be heard by people who knew her well
her strength was her smiles that brightest the room she one of a kind her pure
love pure soul never deceive him the more bury burnt inside her heart can't no
longer bury deepest as if she swallowed a rock her pale face she just recovers
from unforgettable memories a deepest burnt burying deeper when her late
family's death was a deepest burnt burying deeper in silent mute of a longest
year she thought he loved her it was wrong to believe she walked out caused it's
just the beginning purest love replaced all wounded in her past she doesn't
regret when she lost him permanently it wasn't a struggle in weaken heartbeat
as it was about recovering, God sent someone it's love cure everything butterfly
feeling doesn't effect her, she lost what she thought was her, but she was wrong
new purest love is a lasting love he devote his purest love to her spring break to
summer wedding, God safe her from deepest burnt in long ago memories new
love brings all hopes though butterfly feeling starting to blooming in the
heartbeat of two love the best part of the purest love marriage lead somewhere a
lasting love through a high hopes stronger strength the strongest trust pure love
pure soul meeting in the perfection of blessings only prayers the only hopes in
hopelessly hours that relief your doubting heartbeat heartaches and loved came
to you and never leave you as long as the heartbeat a lively that's how to love
lasting.. His devotion the purest love that attached one another devotion high
hopes rising desire rising hopes rising faith in a one another devotion through
times of lifetime a rising strength stronger bonds unbreakable.
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Only Love I Hold Love Like,
 
Only love I hold love like,
 
Only those who knew you could feel your hidden a pain your inner burnt that a
silent mute distance from them love so the purest may shake your world and
break your heartbeat though you longingly to hold him near but a distance apart
you permanently cause the purest love that burnt your heart that you thought
would last for lifetime the only lasting purest love it don't separate it leading you
to holy vows that long-lasting purest love as longer as the heartbeat a lively
 
Moral is when your entire soulful heartbeat burnt deepest only purest love could
safe you and leading the way to place where you never thought existed it's the
only hopes strength that carry you through.
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The Cloud Of Hopes
 
may shake up your world  your burnt may arise but you calmer even though your
heart break tears for
 
a moment you've pass through a heavy rain heavy stormy weather to get to his
love light up his dark
hours you've value him you love him heartedly but his blinded by his game his
words don't match his action but yet you never was his fool you gave chance for
love limit has no more chance so you walked away from him though your heart
still longingly for him.
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Her Burnt Of Lovesprout
 
Her burnt of lovesprout like a wings pure love may shake her world and break
her heart in silent mute of a longest hours it's burnt deepest when she love him
heartedly but he chooses someone'else but can't ever replaced his purest love he
let go the most important part of his life he never see in her she carry deepest
burnt burying deeper till its overflow so she walked hope she ain't ever see him
again if he ever realized it be too late for him to turn back time to purest love
she gone within year she walked through heavy stormy weather she walked
through heavy rain just to get to him his blinded she defeated his dark hours but
he never around when she need him but that long gone and forgotten through
the passing year of life.
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Inner Voice,
 
Love is all cure time is to get to know the person love make everything wrong
turn to right love make you feel free freedom of being yourself love make you
day dreaming love make you find away to be together no matter how far love
make you search the person that you're heart is longingly though you can't fight
in your hopeless hours fear of losing of seeing them go if only the heart can
speak the way how it's feels do you still feel the same I've been stranger since
we fall apart.
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My Breath Falls Short When,
 
my heartbeat weakens with the burnt I've burying for so long without you by my
side seems so wrong you've gone long ago, though love replaced you only your
picture remains.
 
Losing family member is ain't easy to accept the reality that they're gone no life
will ever be the same.
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My 2 Line Love Poem,
 
The strongest bond of the purest love unbreakable fills the heartbeat with
devotion sincerity it live through us.
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My Head Spins Like,
 
True love is overwhelming
Our lives depend on it
and it often seems like our planet would stop spinning
if love didn't exist
Endless love is... ·
&quot;an act of will and judgment, intention and promise.&quot; elements in our
life that allow love to bloom or to fade.
 
Love is a feeling which cannot be hidden even when meant to be.
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The More You Wait,
 
Anyone can say &quot;I love you, &quot; but not everyone can wait and prove
that it's true.
 
Cause love test your longest longingly that part you in distance You'll know
you've found your soulmate when you accept a person as who they really are
and don't try to change anything about them and If you are perfectly happy with
their flaws and their awesomeness, you have found your soulmate.
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*she The Rare Soul*
 
Insure not to make your partner feels alone reminded each others to the times
you've met that's the only way true relationship spark
 
alive there so many people a
looked like her she rare one
that gave the light in dark
hours she gave strength in
weaken moment she your
guidance star in your dark
hours that leads to aspire
 
you and the only person
that pick you back on your
feet again.
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To The Voices Inside My Head,
 
The &quot;voices&quot; of the dead inform the lives of the living.
 
The voices of the people we love are precious beyond measure
 
hearing the voice of someone you love generates the same effect as physically
touching them.
 
listening to someone's voice, we can read their emotions more accurately than if
we were looking right into their face as they spoke.
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My 11 Word Story
 
' Defeating other dark hours  kindness aspire other loyalty heartbeat  that care '
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The Seventeen In Me
 
Other's gals in relationships they want expansive stuff me I'll only be in
permanent relationships when
I'm married that the only longest lasting love fairy tale
I buy my own stuff
 
others gals wear makeup
I wear makeup only during photoshoot modelling  or events most of the day
I wear lotion lip gloss and good to go other gals ask for cash
 
I find my own cash other gals play  drama and sweet talk
I ain't a drama queen nor a sweet talker other gals are often forgotten they're
manner me
 
I always bring my manner and antique together no matter how  unpleasant
customer can be I keep it cool calmer silent and mind my own buissnes other
gals like to chit-chat talk about others.
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Hopes She Carry
 
She thought it was love but she was wrong so many years she has waited for
him to change his mind he never do change, he never do realize anything about
her, he thinks she like others gal's he met in his past girlfriend's
 
She overcome burnt burying deeper in her she walked the stormy weather heavy
rain, but he never noticed whom she was he never valuing her she gave a chance
till it gotten a limit he never does to keep her till she gone without words she just
praying for him then walked away from him.
 
Why do purest love shake the whole word  fill a burying burnt arise she half
awake her heartbeat longingly for him her love for him is purest but the blinded
of his love move her from his life permanently her only strength was only prayers
and prayers Dear God if his the one for me let him stay please open up his heart
to lead a vows but if his not meant to be for me please removed him from my life
though it's shattered burnt burying inside me please erase him from my mind
from memories please erase him from my bury burnt inside this heartbeat please
God lead me to someone who loves me better than anyone else finally her
prayers been blessed her longingly prayers closer her to her heartbeat finally
love reunited love all over again like a spark of love blossoms through times this
time love lead vows a permanent love that lasted for a lifetime a longest
commitment that stayed for a lifetime  First date first love that stayed forever.
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Love After The Storm,
 
She was with JB long ago past memories her love was purest but he was
opposite he fantasy all the gals with him Boldwny she more of puresoul that can't
be break she loves him heartedly but his blinded with his fantasy
 
 
When it's comes to the purest love the burnt is just too strong that everyone
aware that she's keeping her pain inside purest love can burnt her heartbeat so
much though her heartbeat longingly for him her love for him is purest heartedly
but for him it'sjust a game that's how it's hurting her that he cannot see caused
his blinded with his game of his need that when she walked out of him she never
say that she ended up hospitalized nevertheless  she ever gonna say the deepest
scars that burnt her heartbeat caused of her love is purest ain't lie how it's feel
like.
 
Thank goodness as her heartbeat started to ease sheletting go what burnt her
heart a new beginning of purest love lead away she gonna be someone baby it
was his purest love secure her bury burnt that set her soul at ease Because from
the moment that he saw her face his heartbeat knew she the one his been
looking for she the answer to his prayersand felt the fire in her sweet embrace so
do she felt the same way love cure all burnt it replaced a purest love that doesn't
leave you
 
Sometime our mind fails to understand what our heart tells us to do and made us
give up all you have just to be with the only one whom your heartbeat longingly.
 
 
Moral
The Purest love can never repay nor replace the deepest the purest feelings
especially it's love heartedly without a limit nor a doubt you will never be ever
finding nor replace God is great prayer are stronger strength that lead you uphill
you back up on your feet again.
 
When there The deepestst wound insecure burnt purest love it be replaced one
day it be forgotten and an ease someday if your life loses hopes never give up on
God and purest love that attached to you will stay in your life without having to
doubt and fit perfectly.
 
Please do comments and tell me what you think and please do help me find a
title to write my story, lyrics, and poem.



 
Cheers.
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Longingly For You
 
I long longingly for you
my lips are missing
your kisses only I can feel
those purest passionate
feelings only when it's
with you my heartbeat
longingly to find secure
that I longingly
to find it in you
 
your purest love that attached
to my inner heartbeat soul for
all my lifetime my forever love
that came to me that I belong
to you.
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Only Love
 
Pure love could shake your whole world like the way the earthquake shake your
life shattered without unknowly heartbeat why did it hurt when love so heartedly
felt complete and secure
 
Letting go of the most beautiful thing in the world ain't easily to let go though the
heartbeat still longingly but reality feelings burnt inside
the longest bury burnt inside
as it ease you've realized it's no longer matter and your bury burnt form into
sprouts growth of wings your free from burnt and purest love came in perfect
blessing
 
'Love is such a precious gift in our  lifetime deeper than the ocean I keep it for
eternity you may give me diamonds or pearls I value you bigger than the sea I'll
always cherish you & you turned my life around.'
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I've Held My Heart
 
Though it's shattered once though my heartbeat
longingly to hold you
once where were you
 
when i needed you the most where were you when i was alright why do this
heartbeat longingly for you when
bury burnt wasn't there
 
I loved you heartedly but you were blinded by your game only to satisfied you
with many gals around you, your
own need
 
were not in western world
but a middle est thanks for your mislead i know where to go I've hidden all the
wounded scars inside this heartbeat
 
you've shattered I'm moving away from you with no
goodbyes if you ever realized that it would be too late to ever find me.
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My Seventeen Inner Voice
 
there time my heartbeat
longingly to reach you
but no where to find you
 
only a longingly heartbeat
waiting for you if you ever
remember my heart missing
you but a prayers is my only
strength that you long gone
 
that you long gone until
the awaiting no more your 
just the ghost that i can't 
trace forgot you unknowly.
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I Am In Love With You
 
I am in love with you my longingly heartbeat missing
you whenever were apart for a moment felt the butterflies a hundred times
 
 
because your purest love make us sailed in our perfect dream the way the sun
make love to the sea it kissed the moon a million time in every
 
awakening day of our life
the way purest love is  a
miracles cure somehow
bury burnt of shatter heart
and scars never there.
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Tonight, The Stars Remind Me
 
Tonight, the stars remind me purest love you gave defeat the bury burnt that
arise inside this heart of my the healing strength and given hopes that carry us
through when we found each other in silent prayers the strongest bond of love
hearteadly for a lifetime.
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Up In The Air,
 
Up in the air,
I'm missing the
clear sunshine in
The coldest spring
I'm missing the
warmth of the dead
sea waves kissing
and blowing on my
skin up in the air,
I'm missing the
sandy beach
I'm missing our
sunbathe as a spouse.
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Without Love,
 
Without love, you never know how to feel the longest longingly that the
 
heartbeat a longingly distance among someone you purest love hearedtly you
 
don't know how to coupe without unwanted feelings without love you never know
how its felt to be shatter
 
without love you don't know how to be alright without love you don't know how
to value and a trasure someone
 
heartedly because of love you found everything there is to love you've found
 
values you've found secure of the inner soulful heartbeat that your heartbeat
logingly.
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Women In Her
 
She been cheat  fool  too good she not fool or blinded it made her  walked out
 
Love heartedly aint lies deafeat dark hours of
others, though she need the most
 
She a loyal friend that aspier you and pick you up again lead you to right track
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Purest Warmth
 
A love is like the sun still warm among a lover friend you found in your spouse
for lifetime though the sun cover by the cloud you still felt the warmth and
secure lasting loves a blessed the purest love that don't die easily longest as the
heartbeat and breath Love is like the cloud cover the sun that need one another
to light up the surface of the earth through the daylight of the sky.
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Unaware
love
 
She exhausted with his lies shatter in silent her eyes witness all the drama
hidden in his words tears reflect from the heart bursting to tears through her
eyes in a showers a few minutes longer to cry with the water
 
She hidden in the bathroom, she needs a few minutes of tranquility  while
slipping tears from her eyes.
 
She the kind of woman who is so tired that she feels she can't continue, the
burnt she bury seeing him is like a dager into her heartbeat she would give
anything to feel like herself again.
 
She cries in her room when everyone leaves the house and for a moment she
let's go.
 
She desperately battles with self she stronger then ever she walked out her smile
light up a room though she past hell of a life she upright and deafeated others
peopel life   she notice her values he never seen she walked out without goodbye
 
 
Purest love was unexcpeted what was real seems so unreal the longest burnt the
longest silent easen its mirical prayers thst hold her together
 
His too late to find the rare one she somone everyone want not just her beauty
but her inner beauty from her kind heartbeat that love to aspier with loyalty
 
She always be somone baby to someone who values her and met perpouse met
the holy vows that only purest love could ever reborn nor restor the meaning
though it ain't easy.
 
Moral is if love is from your inner heartbeat you love heartedly caused you found
values one a side of love the one a side of love that can't meet a vow when one
wants a life together in vows, but that can't ever be met caused one is blinded.
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Sexy Leprechaun
 
Sexy Shamrock
Sassy Sweetlips
O'Kissy O'Spanky
Rainbow lips
 
Jiggy MCTipsy
Drunk MCbeerface
O'Smartass MCBadass
 
A baby girl waiting for her at the end of the rainbow a rosy soft cheek a rosy soft
skin she is to hold an angel been bless alive rose blossoming through a spring
through a season of a life.
 
Adorable, cute, sweet, innocent, angelic, charming, beautiful and observant or
alert to hold her.
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Tonight The Star Align
 
Tonight the star align and talk about when we were a young, and free spirit of a
worry a less soul bluntly a brave secure heart that care that aspires one another
like brothers sister alike.
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Natural Of Love
 
Natural of love a midnight sky came sunlight an old word seem brand new when
both heartbeat secure in a longingly timed desire
 
arise feelings love wait times love has reasoned love has a life flame of a fire
burn through a wind and rain love secure all broken to unbroken ease love shine
its shine the dark hours of a life
 
Amazing how love can speak and spark its feelings how silent can be read
feelings can be told
 
Love met promised found but love can end apart, but what its stay is memories
only years can be healed ease only love that vows met a heartache would ease
only love you thought that stay sometimes the beginning of a heartache erase
and purest love that stay with you for a lifetime.
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Love Is That Cloud
 
Love is like that cloud that longingly for a tinder snow falling from the cloudy
white sky seeing a brid flying above.
 
The cloudy white sky on a winter of Feb looking for a warmth place slips down
above the rooftop it flows as the snow begun to melt on thursday an afternoon
spring arise on the cliffy cliff snow start to dissolve as the sun high above the
cloudy white bed of a winter sky.
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Love Teach You
 
A love don't judge it's the reflection of the inner soul that felt so deeper and
calmer as the ocean especially you love the person heartedly the purest feelings
from your inner soulful heartbeat, you could feel that after a marriage on a
honeymoon all over again that's what the purest love, and feelings attachment a
stronger bond of a spouse you've found your soulmate your friend, and
everything complete a permanent relationship last for a lifetime.
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Love Unlocks
 
Love unlocks everything rises of a prayer from above the regrowth all hopes lost
in long ago a ghost of a past that fits perfectly that call the purest love lead in
holy vows a stronger bond of a trust that aspires through a tick thin uphill and
downhill feelings blooming in every awaking day of a life blessing.
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Her True Colors
 
Her heart loses a note likes
a broken piano an incomplete
note on a script
 
her Golden voice
kept mute effects
of a lost soul
she Masters
classic Rock
balled at the
age of 7 long
gone within
 
time people
knew her rose
of a heart of
a Kindness
an uptown Gal
that wears flat shoes
 
at work, and A high
heels everyone knew
her name a new
comers not know her.
 
A true royal at birth
that don't do royal
duty.
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The Night We Met
 
The night we met I've found my lifetime soulmate I've seen forever in your
purest love our heartbeat secure in our love our strength, and a stronger Bond
among us rises with Desire unbind feelings blessing that I've treasures with a
heart so pure.
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Red Roses
 
Pure love is an
illusion when your
feeling lost pure love
is timeless unforgettable feeling unbind risings
 
above with desire
pure love cherish
through time of life
that doesn't fade away
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Vows
 
To vows a purest
purpose of love is
when two soulful
 
heartbeat combined
with one feeling that
call pure love at first
sight, some love can
be noticed after a
longest year pass
 
through your marriage
some it's came from the
beginning since you lay
 
eye's on each other's
love is to aspier one
another high and low
hopes through
walked of lifetime.
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Love Teach Us
 
Love teach us to look forward rather then looking back it's stay beside us no
matter what happens.
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A Love Letter To Your Kind Eyes,
 
I've seen compassion
I've seen hopes rising
Aspire others who
knew me well will
remember my kindness
 
I've watched them grow
I've seen myself aging
my childhood brothers
approach in long ago
past that live through us
 
memory of the al khor community clubhouse
and the Park House English
school, AKIS-British stream, English modren school.
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The First Time I Met You
 
The first time I met you
your love tells me that my heartbeat will be alright your love to  live through us
through the ageing life.
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I Have Found Love
 
I have found love when I've found you in perfect blessing
I own you my world my heartbeat skip all over again our feelings unbind our
eye's spark sincerity of our inner
 
feelings from the heartbeat
won't ever change a strongest bond that lift through us my hubby dear
 
I'm glad to be blessed with your purest feelings a heartbeat skips a beat ever
since we've met our eye's spark it's purest love never fade but it live through us
till our heartbeat beats
no more my first love for lifetime I own my world
to you.
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The Strongest Bond
 
I never knew how stronger
I was when I defeat my own
war alone, I'm blessed to
know that I can breathe and
find the love I longingly search
for all my life that fit my heartbeat perfectly my soulmate my partner
 
for a life you shown me the purpose with all your heartbeat If only I could
frame them all together only the heartbeat could understand my
life complete when I'm with you my dearest heartbeat.
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All Doubting
 
All doubting a mind out of a danger my restless soul heartaches through times of
life faith grows stronger and firmer the longest mute keep me silent forgotten in
long ago a ghost of a past it a relief how time ease and doubtless ease since
you've come and changed everything the vows exchange of rings that pure love
bless our love is endless through all our life forever and always I'm a blessed gal
that you longingly to hold one you've loved since the day you've come it made
me realize how valuable i'am i it's restored what I have lost in the longest ago a
past lost in a thought, it lifts my confidence.
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Pure Love
 
Pure love by feeling by action
heartbeat racing love  longingly each times of life ever since i say i do i own you
my world restored what i have forgotten you value me the way that i do your
love for me as pure as the stars shine down as pure as the moonlight shine down
on us as pure as the seabed drifting through time of life as pure as the soul and
heartbeat need each other the blessings of happiness pure as it is since the day i
say i do i own you my world.
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Easen Burnt
 
I was young I was naive never know where the roads may take me till the day
I've met you, you've turned my world upright, someone that late long ago burnt
easen without knowing that onece mute in a longest hours of silent
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Loving Someone From Faraway
 
Loving someone from faraway distance make pure love more stronger then ever
high hopes rising desire rising make your bond more stronger with trust love only
complete when both in each other life through good and bad.
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As I Entered You're Love
 
As I entered you're love I enter
a life full of meaning I saw
the purest of your love
spark it's heartbeat since
our holy vows blessings.
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Stars Give Me
 
Stars give me away
to task my
confidence and
ability in acting
that plays so
many characters
has a main role.
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The Sky Is In Love
 
The sky is in love when passionate growth it's love that spark a desire in every
breath awaking the life in a marriage life that won't change a stronger bond
among a husband and a wife.
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The Door Of My Heart Opens
 
The door of my heart opens pure love move the inner heartbeat of a soul losing
sleep, it's missing you pure love fix what broken though you breathing hopelessly
though the light defeated the dark love complete when a distance doesn't
apart you from someone you love truly from your inner soulful heartbeat where it
lives through you.
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My 5 Line Love Poem
 
I own you my trust  I own you no doubt caused our purest feelings  and trust are
stronger of bound since the day I say I do forever always our heartbeat the same
forever always feelings won't change.
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Love Is Like Chocolate
 
Love is that chocolate it melts in a plan warm milk and forms a warm hot
chocolate in the coldest winter where no snow falls passionate desire feelings
bloom through a time of life love so purest heartily forever in the heartbeat.
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Her Last Day
 
She twentyfour then leaving the clubhouse dim as she walked out she an artist
that no one knew only one does that is her childhood friends came wondering if
something had happened but yet she realized she remembers once she stepped
out of the clubhouse since she volunteers at the Al khor international school
brtish stream she was then 25 she can only speak English does it makes her an
English She speaks Spanish does it means she a Spanish she grown up a
heartbeat of roses a golden vocal been searching by her childhood brothers a
dute need a comeback it's so quite ever since she gone memories live on through
the childhood memories she since how all her childhood brothers approach the
landmark in the city heartbeat of Doha Qatar people mistake her as indian but
true she has blood of a royal of jordanian and indonesian but resmbol of her late
grandmother who live through her a last wise from a late ghosts that has gone in
past prayer is in her mute sadness of her eyes and heartbeat can read by the
brothers that she knew her life fill colour and kindness rose her life to others a
duet need a comeback it's so quiet ever since she gone memories live on through
the childhood memories  since she about to leave  all her childhood brothers
approach the landmark in the city heartbeat of Doha Qatar people mistake her as
Indian caused her beauty resmbol so many nationality but true is she has blood
of a royal Jordanian and Indonesian but a resmbol of her late grandmother who
live through her last wise from late ghosts that have gone in a past prayer is in
her mute sadness of her eyes and a heartbeat can read by the brothers that she
knew her life  fill a colour, and a kindness rose her life to others.
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A Rose Gal
 
Ever since she left the clubhouse dim before she left all the brothers questioned
is she alright? She ok? But her sad eye tell something wrong she full of a life of a
color growing up at the community clubhouse memories restored a life was
young, free, and burnt ease as she walked out, but everyone doesn't want to
lose kindnesses' persona that Aspire one another.
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Lady In Red Rose Heart
 
She a lady in red a royal at a birth no duty as royal but live as normal she given
a good antique a true lady could be a rose of a heartbeat that cared and a
guidance she has a clan of brothers, and sisters her sad eye speaks how her
heartbeat break once a summer afternoon she young and naive never know that
an amnesia restored memories silent worries everyone she remembers everyone
she knew.
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What Completes My Life
 
when i found you
I've found me in
perfect time of life
 
I've found love
longingly with spark
desire in every
awaking breath
since the day
 
we met till the day
i say i do i own you
my trust aspire to
lead us forward
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If You Ever Leave
 
If you ever leave the
sun disappeared
 
it's light from above me
by heartbeat a thousand
torn your gone like a wind
 
blows above time of life
can't reach to you far away
from you on your last words
 
on your last breath
on your dead bed lay
a silent mute overflow of time
i'am praying somehow
 
it's not real that you're gone
my longest mute worried them
that knew me well
 
I'm praying for a ray of life
of light to breath with relife
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I'am That Candle
 
I'am that candle
that rise to aspire
others some may
understand some
may not but if you
however met me
say your hello remind
me of you if we met
somewhere
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Love In The Air
 
Marriage is a spark of passionate that can't be replaced with a stronger strength
that aspire one another high and low
hopes through walked of life heartbeat and feeling combined unbidden
loyal trust is a firm of pride
among two heartbeat alive
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Purpose Of Love
 
Receiving roses on a
special purpose, especially
its from your spouse
celebrate of appreciation
when you treat your spouse
as a king, he
 
surely treats you
like a queen looking
on to the dry roses on
my dressing mirror
remembering of
pure love recalled
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Fallen Leaf Make Me Think Of
 
Every year is like
a fallen leaf fallen
from it's branches
life ageing within
times years gone
with the wind
Devotion aspires to
fill love in everyday life
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I Need You
 
I need you like
I need air mouth to mouth
to pump my breath again
to regain my heartbeat alive
in my weakest hours
in my weakest heart beat
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Poet Zone
 
There's a story behind a
tears, there's a strength
in hopes again that express
through a poem, write by a
poet some rhyme in words
some is away of expressing
the way how you feel
express through words
of note that connect to
sentences of rhythm
of rhyme
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My ¦? Love
 
I love the warmest
of your breath in
my skin with the
tinder kisses above
my forehead with
the whisper of words
in my ears saying how
much you loved me
with all your purest
love you treasure me
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¦?Ps. Your Woman (Spouse)¦?
 
I've been blessed to be loved
a special bond of purest love
at first glance of our eyes met
of passionate feelingsflame
our heart longingly the feelings
that can't ever be put off the
flame of passionate through
our whole life since the day
we've met since the holy vows
in summer wed our life complete
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Spring Love Summer Vows
 
You are my sunshine that brightens
my raining daylight in a cloudy sky
you are the light in the sea at night
that shines above in once spring loves
and summer vows that love has reunited
us through time through our lifetime
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Love You Always
 
In summertime
our love is Sweet
innocent love
like Roses floating
in the breeze.
 
In wintertime
our love is warm it
Flow through time
from Kisseful
lips open arm to toes.
 
If skies are blue
our love is Faithful
lovers two people
Calmer soul in the sun.
 
If thunder rolls our love
is Carefree soul
a refuge
Fall more and more
in love with you.
 
When spring flowers bloom
our love is bold
like Red as a deep blood petals
on the Roses of passionate.
 
When autumn leaves fall
our love is Golden silver ring
shining bright like a harvest My sunshine.
 
From Honeymoon in the beach till
A love creat our love will continue to
Happiness that calmer my soul.
 
From season to season
I love you always!
My one, my only



My love that seek strength.
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First Sight Of Pure Love
 
A purest love is
at first sight of love
a kiss of passionate
that comes from the soulful
feeling that doesn't change
its feelings through time of life
refill hopes in strength
ease wound in moments
of shatter in life
in awaken of life that made
a believing in time
of giving up to something
that you believe in miracles
cure that can't be buy of purest love
that come with purest feelings and
purest passionate and strength
refill complete a life in longing
of hours completely a life of each other
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Goodbye, My Love(The Vampire Diaries)
 
Don't shed a tear for me
I mourn for each passing day
I am but a wilted flower
for the sadness eats away
why have you left?
 
But I don't want to live
without memories
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Ghost In Time(The Notebook)
 
I could never have loved anyone
the way I loved you
our hearts were bound,
was there no pledge?
I would have followed you always
 
But our soul was just a mirage
there was only your bleeding soul
there was only the dark night
and our kiss is no more.
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Yes I Do
 
You came to me with your purest love
that hasfound a purpose
you'vestolen my heart
with your purest of pure love
at first sight once in spring
that never fade in time of life
you take me once sweet springs
in the vows of summer
you've take me in as your wife
from my papa hand
 
a princess that
Once belong to him
I'll see forever through
your eyes, my spouse
that send his purest love
that comes with his purest feelings
of blessings that meet our holy vows
since the day I've said I do
through our holy vows of prayer
 
Our love are like the bound of river sea
and rain that bring life's purpose
our purest feelings will always blossom
flow through the move steadily
continuously drifting like the deepest of an
ocean kisses the river through the life we know
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Purpose In Life
 
purpose
I shall always love you
 
I gaze upon your scarlet black hair, for we are
connected, joined, to never hate
your smile, a passion through the gorgeous world
 
You share my heart
you lift up my kiss.
 
And I vow to you we will be
joined, joined, to never decay
joined, bound, to never be deceived
I melt in your soul.
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Purpose Of Life
 
purpose
I shall always love you
 
I gaze upon your scarlet black hair, for we are
connected, joined, to never hate
your smile, a passion through the gorgeous world
 
You share my heart
you lift up my kiss.
 
And I vow to you we will be
joined, joined, to never decay
joined, bound, to never be deceived
I melt in your soul.
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Purpose
 
purpose
I shall always love you
 
I gaze upon your scarlet black hair, for we are
connected, joined, to never hate
your smile, a passion through the gorgeous world
 
You share my heart
you lift up my kiss.
 
And I vow to you we will be
joined, joined, to never decay
joined, bound, to never be deceived
I melt in your soul.
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Purpose In Love
 
purpose
I shall always love you
 
I gaze upon your scarlet black hair, for we are
connected, joined, to never hate
your smile, a passion through the gorgeous world
 
You share my heart
you lift up my kiss.
 
And I vow to you we will be
joined, joined, to never decay
joined, bound, to never be deceived
I melt in your soul.
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Purpose To Loved
 
A purpose to love
I shall always love you
 
I gaze upon your scarlet black hair, for we are
connected, joined, to never hate
your smile, a passion through the gorgeous world
 
You share my heart
you lift up my kiss.
 
And I vow to you we will be
joined, joined, to never decay
joined, bound, to never be deceived
I melt in your soul.
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My Husband
 
my husband
you hold my soul
an anchor through the jungle
a mooring, for a ship lost at sea
 
 
you are the one,
my husband,
for you are a man I care for deeply
never to protest, never to invade
 
you are my husband
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Goodbye
 
Say good night
a dream washed away by time
I pray every night
I am not the one you wanted me to be
 
Now, I am only your pictures
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Goodbye To You
 
Say good night
a dream washed away by time
I pray every night
I am not the one you wanted me to be
 
Now, I am only your pictures
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Storm
 
On that day my soul grew stormy
In a kingdom full of storms
I awoke and flung the upheaval
I heard a silent, splendid invading
Much I marvelled the smelly blizzard
When I thought of the storm
'Storm! ' said I, 'thing of crisis.'
My passion is the lightning scandal
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Loved Of My Life
 
my love connected,
joined, to never be smothered
your lips, a passion through
space and time
through space and time
my dearest heart
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Ocean Rose
 
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Your study is thoughtful,
And so are you.
 
Orchids are white,
Ghost ones are rare,
The coat is black,
And so is your hair.
 
Magnolia grows,
With buds like eggs,
Flowers are beautiful,
And so are your legs.
 
Sunflowers reach,
Up to the skies,
Your sun is dazzling,
And so are your eyes.
 
Foxgloves in hedges,
Surround the farms,
Seatbelts are safe,
And so are your arms.
 
Daisies are pretty,
Daffies have style,
A lanturn is illuminating,
And so is your smile.
 
An ocean rose is beautiful,
Just like you.
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Aspire Of Time
 
Whatever your heart desires
what ever may of hope awaited you
however may time holding
your faith will surely find you
in search for someone
 
in love to be loved too, if however it is pure love
its surely stay it won't waste of a year
a life of one another it's surely a pound of valuable
that treasure we seek
 
respect we found willing to hear
aspire through each other's life
through our eyes pure love's
doesn't fade caused its blossom
love is a creation by two people
in love that hears every words
understood every pain every lost
every happiness kindness repair
regain strength that we knew
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Motto Of Woman
 
A roses reflect
of a woman, it's come
with three colours
of a rose, yellow, red, pink
say the same a brave one
in you amazing as you are
laughing behind
your sadness
loving and giving
even though time
can be exhausted
a motto of a woman
is never give up
learn from mistakes
an incredible woman
you're indeed to be
as strong as you could
then ever before
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Aspect Of It's Heart
 
Passionately devoted
a warmest of love
that deeply care
with burns of good
intentions at heart
could ever become
a heart of fires strong, devoted
exclusively loyal only fewer others
could ever see it in you
who know you well
will surely seek it in you
 
A rare heart are
the heart of gold
that cherished by people
that may know you well
enough to loved and giving
a heart of kindness
 
 
A delicate heart, a heart
that cares a lot with
a beautiful mind of the
thought that care in every
heartbeat like the glass
we easily reflects
 
A genuine heartbeat
a sweetheart could be
compassions of love
like the chocolate heart
shaped that given by the one
whom loved you truly purest
as the heartbeat could ever be
beating full of life
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Heart's Desire
 
‘'let your heart's desire, let purest love lead you away from the blessings in a
hope of a miracle prayer from above that bring you closer to the one that love
you purest as pure as a heartbeat alive like air like a breath that breathing you
through all your life.&quot;
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Guideline Of Life
 
Let go of past that hurting you
let the presence with a new
beginning of life journey
free of doubt free of thought lighten
a heart that is an ache, let freedom of pure love
sail an open ocean sea that life are too short
drowning in a past that no longer matter, let
be your stressful doubting mind, ease in
an hours of time, let your broken heart
heal as it aspire you to move on
unexpected success love awaits
don't fear to let it into your life
you taste the past and move
you forward stronger then ever.
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Sail Of Love
 
Love is a sail of a sea
love has filled a longing heart
that is a lonely love
has hopes in believing
strength that regain
throughout our life
like seasons remain as it is
that won't ever change
it's purest feelings
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Middle East Snowfall
 
Last leaf has dry in autumn in the heart of Amman
as a rain of hazel showers above the sky, then come
a rain of a snowflake shower in a cold December to January
through the pink light red skylight effect of light
passes from the sunlight above the sky
moving lightly of bouncing clouds
in the open of atmosphere
love is a moral of life that strength us
hope us courageous us
like the snowfall in a free open sky
love is freedom when true love meet
a purpose of marriage life.
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Complement Of Love
 
Loving someone is like the repetition
of the sunshine above the sky
like the stars light above the night sky
like the waves drifting through time
like a beating full of heartbeat
that beating through all our life
that never change its feelings
forever and always remain as it is
you know it's pure love when love has found it purpose
that creates hope, faith in each other
where timing not wasted, but vows meet marriage
caused love is complementin each other's life
never changes it's feeling like the sunshine
like the stars shines above us
like the beating heartbeat we carry through all our
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A Love I Never Knew
 
I never knew what creat a purest of love
until you came into my world
with the sparkle in our eyes
with a soulful of our heartbeat
with fullest of our love
a valuable treasure that we've found
in each other's full of respect
Forever and for always
I'll love you forever
 
Love of my life, Always in my heart
The purest feelings of love that never
changes its feelings forever and always
your the beating heartbeat that I carry
with me through all my life
 
somehow like if however so your like
that sunshine that warms my winter days
and clear my cloudy days that dry the
rain away
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The Happiness Of Life
 
The happiness of life is
to love and to be loved
to love with no lie
as pure as a feeling
love's creates destiny
love's creat hope in hopeless
creates a crossing step making
you wanted to stay longer
or either to leave
loves speaks softly
through it's feeling
love creating a world
through a rose-colored
glasses through our life
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Love Lessons
 
Have you ever thought that love could fool you have you ever thought that
purest love was only on your side, but not him have you ever thought that love
break you destroy trust when you're the one who has always been loyal to have
you hoped enough have you given chances for to many times have you lose in
hope in hopeless of hours as your heartbreak in silence of words can't ever be
said have you have enough of being hurt
 
have you loved enough care enough to the one that doesn't love you enough
respect you enough have you have enough of being hurt plenty of times, but yet
you forgive, but not forget but let go as it eases and walked out if however love
don't find a valuable treasure a valuable respect don't ever stay when chance has
been given but yet has been broken
when the heart about to ease, but yet been broken when promises is just an
emptying feeling through time don't ever stayed but to walked out never look
back.
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Through Her Eyesight
 
Through an eye of a wife she seeks
a silent of simplest of a smile reflects
to her face her heart may be break, but
she aspires others though a feeling
she can relate others very well enough
reflects as her own she lifted a man spirit
not just any man but her man for sure
her spouse of her life partner for sure
a wife is a person that there to support
through weaknesses through happiness
of life of a world may bursting of an
eye a strength of regain that never leave your side
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Through His Eyesight
 
Through an eye of a husband
he could still his wife smile
through a shower
of tears bursts through
the hope of hopeless
of hours regain
of strength to carry on
a blossoming hours of love's
fill a life with a beating
full of heartbeat
movements aliveness
that how love flows through time
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Moon & Sunlight Reflect Love
 
Moon and sunlight reflect
love that bland a life
Moon and sunlight reflects love
like the moon in the night only
two souls could feel its feelings
for one another in the warmest of the night
Moon and sunlight reflects love
like the sun of the daylight that clear away
your raindrops of tears love is like the sunlight
and the moonlight that love's don't change it's
feeling moon and sunlight reflects love that
never change through our lifemoon and sunlight
reflects love purest as the air we breathe
unseeable but we feel it under our skin purest
as the warmest of the drifting of the sea we
feel it under our skin in the daylight of the
sunlight in a summer time of a day love.
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A Simplest Ease Of A Smile
 
The simplest of a smile ease
a pain away you know
your valuable part
a heart of gold that always care
an understanding through other respectful
feelings as I relate it as my own cause
I listen with all my heartbeat not jut ears.
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Searchable Love
 
Don't let times be wasted in a searchable love in every stepping of a footsteps
leaving a mark of a journey that tell a story of a life let love find you in god
perfect timing don't be afraid to love someone purest from the heart caused
love's has its trial to forgive as it ease given chances as a strength regain but
maybe hope is no longer hopeless when at the end you notice there won't be a
seek of a future together there only few people that knew her value her kindness
her carefree of heart of gold her understanding her way of respect a feeling even
if she the one to be hurtful she cure other in advice when she need it most if
however a true man when a guy fall in love could seek but false man can't ever
see caused there ain't a seek of valuable treasure of love in his eyes he seen but
just a passing of year is like wasting a life of a person it's take two person to fall
in love so purest that seek a purpose in each other life that marriage meet it's
take oneside of love when he don't loved her enough don't respect her feelings
enough she knew but kept it silent through all her life when she with him but she
a wait with a hope in hopeless of hours for his commitment to take her hand
from a girlfriend in a teenager to a lady in a younger adulthood been awaiting for
her to be his bride but he never seen her valuable side that he'll never treasure
of a love in his heart his busy picking a fake pearl if it's purest love like two
person in love it's surly lead somewhere but if it's only a one side of love surely
one have to leave that a time when a girl becomes a lady turn into a women
caused a true woman don't waste another year of time caused its like wasting of
a person life true women give chances forgiveness as it ease through the years
of time but forgiveness lead her out of a man life
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Don't Let Time Regret You
 
Don't lettime regret you don't let times take away chances while in the presence
you still have chances what is the meaning of life in every love there a trial a trial
of hope in hopeless hours of a grief of a lost soul that passes a chance that
regain a strength a valuable part of love so purest that treasure usheal us ease
uscure our broken heartbeat that creates life in a person a seeking of forgiveness
in times of mistakes no perfection without mistakes but perfection we learn from
mistakes in life
 
before chance disappear there no such as too late to say how much you care how
much you loved them with all your purest of your heart
don't ever walked out without the warmest of a kisses with the warmest of a hug
a child could ever give to a parents and to a spouse cherish every moment with
your parents and spouse fill they're life with happiness and thanking them for a
thoughtfulness in them that's the valuable part of a treasure in a life
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A Trial Of Love
 
A trial of Love that taste it's bittersweet
of emotion lost between wanting to stayed
and wanting to leave when your heart l
want to stay caused it feel so right
when you notice your heartache
covers of an emotional
while the tears bursting through an eyes
a tears that come from the bottom of your heartbeat
somehow heartbreakeases in an embrace
of an holding arm secure the heartbeat
with a cure somehow it's never break
laying in an in holds of someone you love
feel right like all the worries and all the pain
somehow never touched a soul
somehow love tasteit's trial
make you choosing to stay or either to letting go
sometimes love taste a trial one side of love
that don't met purpose that doesn't open up
the heart in completing one another life
caused its one side one want to meet in marriage
of forever partner till do us apart but other one
want to give up never seen a future in marriage life
love brings hope in a long of distance purest love
lead back in each other life like a miraclesof hopes
in faith that bring two persons in love together
in a perfect of an await that strength found
a purpose in each other life that lead in marriage
loving a person throughout your life with all your heartbeats
beating faster like a never fading feeling expanded
throughly stronger than ever before
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A Child World
 
A child world fill with ambition
of never given up as in process
in developing of they're mind
a way of thinking
In a way of playing hides and seek
a happiness of love fill they're life
an active in action that crawled so fast
we must aware or else
we'll never knew where
they be in a time where we at
they may be at a place
we never knew where they at
exact of time when we are in a room
as active of a crawling of a child
till they're life fill with tiredness
that worth an energy of a napping sleep
 
 
A little thing that so valuable
in an eye of a child
a little love with
a carefree heartbeat
a little heartbeat
we hear throughout our life
expand through time
as they growing up
like a shower of
a blossoming seeds
turn to flowers in shape of a child
a little person of an angel
in a shape of a babies
a pure soul a pure love's
in every woman and man life
a little peace of love
growth in an aunty heart
in an arm in an in hold
in her, in his aunty arm
in the warmth of a hugs
in a gentle of a swing



of an arm that hold her, that hold him
closer to the beating of heartbeat
of an aunty till she, till he fall
in a deep of sleep
of tiredness cries for naps
a child you loved
with all your heartbeat
surely will find you
in search of your voice
without your presence
but yet they remember
that they been loved
like your own child
since the very moment
they were born to the world.
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Flitted
 
Aroma flitted around us like the feelings inside
like the spark through our eyes can ever see
like the flitted of the purest of love between us
like the flitted of a feeling so purest, as pure
as the beating full of heartbeat alive
like the flitted of the warmest breeze
of the waves water of the sea
like the moonlight and stars
reflecting through the sea at night
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Drifted Love
 
Let love share and seek us with forgiveness
Let love fill us with secure around us
Let loves heal us as through the hours
like the lovebirds making love
with kisses of they're pointy beak
like the softest of the feathering doves
flying out in the open wide sky above us
like the reflections of a shaded of rainbow
 
after the rain in a daylight of the skylight
lovebirds are not necessary a birds in love
but actual meaning of a person that fall
in love's purest as pure as the beating
heartbeat like a soul unseeable like the
feelings can't be see but can be feel
 
between two person in love like the
deepest of a seabed that how deepest
the feelings drifted love's has a miracle
touched that cure secure us that never
change it's feelings through our lifetime
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A Life We Knew We Never Knew
 
A life we knew we never knew
Love has a purpose of an exists feelings throughout our life like the reflections of
the skylight of the day appearing to the
driftingof the oceans of waves
loving someone with the purest of a heart meant to value full of respect
 
A life we knew we never knew
Loving a person with all your heart
like the growth of a seeds that turn
to flowers of a roses that keep on
expanding caused it won't change
its feeling
 
A life we knew we never knew
love is like the air that make us breathing
through our life, like the warmest of the
sunlight that clears the grey raining days
love's feel the grief of lost in a silence
of tears from the heartbreak that burst
our eyes of a tears from the heartbeat that
flow through our eyes
 
A life we knew we never knew
in a kisses of goodbye only god knows why
he takes the one we loved so dearly to us
only our prayer of kindness of deeds
in prayer that may reach, through
the grave of resting peace
to the one we loved so dearest
we never knew when time takes away
our forgiveness of chance that once there
we never when we thought there be much
time to return but yet our moments only
last few years long ago
A life we knew we never knew
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Life Before We Know
 
In every life taste death
unknowingly in god hand
and secret we never knew
every heartbreak taste it lost
taste it's tears from the heart
every stepping of hours
seems to be long ahead of us
but yet it short
time given chance to spend abound of gathering family as much as time
seek of forgiveness of of chance
before chance loses
before time take the life
of someone we love
family is the value part of life
a treasure of love's throughout
our life forever through time
remember someday we surely die
we don't bring belonging
but our dead body, good deeds
and our prayers
don't just remember the world
caused it's a temporary place
maybe it's seem longer
then you think
a purpose we are here
is the main purpose that god want us
to feel the grief of lost soul
of death a time of chance
to seek forgiveness
to gain our worship of praying
throughout of our life
while we still alive
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Lovable Vows Of Heart Within
 
Let be mistakes learn by time of hours let be aches of pain ease in time of hours
let forgive be forgiven as soon as the heartbreak heal through times of hours let
love increase through time of hours let moment fill two soulful of heartbeat love
expands through time of hours of life love has value throughout our life in every
way love has respect of kindness a loving soul with longing hold with no regret
valuable seek in each other life a valuable treasure are certainly loved each other
purest like the beating movement of a heartbeat
 
Love is when words so truthful said by the heartbeat to someone dearest so close
to you loved don't die or disappear caused love is moments love's is timing love
is rejoiced a longing hold within secure love is endless that has no ending
through time of hours of life
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If I Were A Rose
 
If I were a rose
I expand a smell
of a sweetener aroma
around the outdoor air
and indoor garden
that brings love together
in a certain time of celebration
of time of love's
I'll surely be showered daily
in regularly day and night
dry by the sunlight sky
and night showers of water
pour that keeps me blossom
through the hours of time
in a wet pit of soil that feeds my roots
in the pot full of plants with different
colors of flowers and name with
different kind of aromatic smell of its kind.
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If I Were A Sea
 
If I were a sea I will surely refresh all that thought of wonder of worries running
through a mind of doubt ease an ache full of heartbeat breaking apart
 
If I were a sea I would look up through the early daylight of the sky above me
and throughout the night sky from the sea I would watch the bird fly different
direction
I would see the airplane fly to it distentions in an open wide sky
 
 
If I were the sea I refresh the daylight sky with the warmest of a breeze breath
of a sea I could see a lover walk holding hands with kisses with a heart that care
If I were the sea I can hear a heart break so clear some grief of lost left to tears
I could see a traveler happily and joyful of moments in time
 
 
If I were the sea I would drift back and forward till I wash the sea bay with the
warmest of kisses that washes the seashore bay till I touch the feet's of a
traveler refreshing those face of a skin and the toes of a foot's through the early
morning of the day through the night evening sky in a summer break of heat.
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Endlessly Loved
 
Love is endless that rescued a person
heartbeat however may or may not ache
in less of hope in hopeless hours
of time love regains a strength
without knowing bravery in courage
hope in believing time tell a journey
that purest love has fill
has a purpose in each other life
rejoice of happiness bring to a life
like the heartbeat beating through time
like the feeling growth stronger then ever
like those passionate without an endlessly
with a kisses and a secure hugs in a longing
of someone that's truly care and loved you
deeply deeper as the ocean
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Letter Of Love
 
This year our engagement fall on Friday back then it was Tuesday today we have
mark our 3 years, we have sailed the ocean of life, an ocean of endless love, with
me the ocean of love that is endless and the depth of love is infinite.
 
The storm, the waves, the rain and heat we go through together but we also do
not forget to be grateful for the beauty of the moon and stars at night, only we
both enjoy it.
 
Thank you my dear wife for accompanying this wonderful journey Let's lift these
two hands to the sky, hopefully a wonderful dream come true tomorrow
morning... amiin
I love you mi amor ??????
You are the priceless thing in my life, you are the air of life that I breathe every
time, without you there is nothing for me.??????
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To My Husband With Love
 
Remember the moment a flash back
Tuesday when love reunited us two soul
and two heartbeats becomes one
as if it's never seemed to pass our way
a lovely vows from the heartbeat purest of love
our purpose meet in our holy engagement
once 12th July that mark our 3rd year
in the blessing of God
so much time so much love
in every step that I'll be here for you
our love still growing
expanding through years of time
you my delighted
my valuable treasure
that always loved me
with purest of his love
in every way
I'm very much blessed
that I've been blessed
such purest love
the only first love you
truly ever so loved
a purest love
as purest as the heartbeat
expanding feeling and love
like the drifting of sea
waves wash
the sea shore bay.
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Persona Within Me
 
I could be as sweet as a sugar as sweet as aromatic roses that can be a
therapeutic for you to heal your broken heart in safe of your secrets secure with
me I'm here to listen and understanding you my dearestI can be stubborn as a
bull if you pushes me around with disrespect with mannerlessor either protective
it's probably because in some of a time that I'm surely right
 
sometimes it's the opposite from right to wrong you may believe that probably
because I'm right I maybe smart or maybe not I don't usually show I maybe not
know I maybe know if however some people take advantage of my time and
kindness and underestimate me
 
I mostly loyal as a lioness as a friend could ever be you could ever meet I maybe
loved by people closest to me that knows the truthful things about me but yet
there time where gossiping out there whom know nothing about me whom run
there mouth with nonsense of word could ever be said in the community club
house once a nine years ago but I don't care
 
I'm surely careless so I'll walk out of the obstacle of untruthful of words that
spread around in my past that long gone ago people whom fool by the foolish by
the whom speak a butter on the floor a foolish may speak all the nonsense that
all I could say
 
the only weaknesses when it's come to care about other then myself in times I
need the most of guidance in time when I need heal but there no where to find
but instead of myself I helped other in need
 
I maybe posh and classy that because I'm mostly silent speak only if I've been
ask and answer only if there a question I'm maybe be quite but knowing thing
but I keep it quite even though it maybe hurtful but I heal it with a fullness of a
smile I can easily tell when someone need healing in a time of silent in a time of
strength that can't be voice out
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A Purpose To Love
 
A hug and a kiss with the warmest
of a smile brightens the longest hours
of the daylight skylight skyline
purest love adore each other
purest love attract the beating
soulful heartbeat stronger than ever
softer as the blossoming flower
in a closing eyes in a shortest
nightlight sky in a dream
images of you and I in a sleep of dream
 
Loves make you loved each other more
than yesterday less than tomorrow
without love the world doesn't mean a thing life doesn't taste a trial overcome
what fear of lost or to feel string attach of the heart
so pure in love or regain of hope strength
when a heartache appears in a life of someone
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Descent Royal Family Tree
 
I may have a descent royal blood is there such a words as half royal blood
doesn't mean I'm a royalty shaped in my life doesn't mean that I have butler or
maid that service or living alive like a royalty in a wide palace I don't used a
crown above my head like the fairy tale in a story book
I'm just like you and everybody else around that living alive in a glorious glory
 
that other may seeking for a wonderful job which earn a living life they want to
surely few royalty became a normal person just like you and I to be believe it or
not
to believe there also a history of a family tree
a clan of a family that say the past
that reveal the truth of a grate great
 
grandparents untold history that long gone past a story of our late grandfather
the Late Raden Ahmed the Dukes of Javanese and our grate great grandmother
the Duchess is his wife and your grandmother is the princess but no where to be
find in the Wikipedia page caused history are meant to be disclosed chooses to
live alive like a normal family does
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Lovely Bridal Ofjuly
 
Lovely bridal of July kisses of moments of sweet rejoice of love of you and I
Faith and prayer brought us here far a distance closer us together
 
Welcome, July hope it's a fruitful month when our holy vows meet a purpose of
love rejoice
In once's a fairy tale engagement
met of two souls and heartbeats ?? as one
in once's a warmest summer felt as a spring
of blossom air of April his my Rome and I'm his Juliet that not very long gone
ago behind us
a bride ???? of July
a groom ???? of July
in once's not long ago
On 15th July
when I became the firstly
the purest of love in his life
his the blessings in my life
the heartbeat that beating
that I could hear
each moment I lay my head above
his beating fully alive chest
forever and always
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Valuable Of Hours
 
People whom die can't come back to life only past memory live on just in our
mind in the moments of long gone time in a present of a life has flash back in
time in our mind
 
Don't waste of hours time of years not to be present in someone life while you
have moments to be there caused hours of time pass very quickly
in a naked eye can't see through like the air that we breathe through
 
since were born we need someone to take care of us and as we die we need
someone to take care of us to bury our body don't let hours wasted your time
don't let regrets met your life, times hours are precious especially family the one
whom you loved what make a valuable meaning in a life of a person value people
with kindness truth surely the deeds
 
come back to you fairly quickly in return in a time when you surely need it the
most valuable time valuable moments don't let it slip throughyour life presence
in time while they're all still with us value a moment of time
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Valuable Of Love
 
When it's comes to love
say how you feel
within the purest feeling
with every truthful words
from the heart within
it's the only way to know
how others feel
 
don't waste hours of time
in life of other cause
rejoice of happiness
distance away
when your heart
saying she or his the one
make sure it's matched
your heart desires
caused if it is surely sincerity
a holy vows of marriage met
with no wasted of hours
of year of someone's life
caused the purest love is
from the heartbeat within
 
Love fear to lose the one
they're loved purely
like the beating heartbeat
stronger than ever
expanding feelings
like the warmest sunshine
in the coldest winter
that how's love related
in a life of someone
forever and always
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Rosalinda (Beautiful Rose)
 
Rosalinda is her name
symbol of a Beautiful Rose
she sell flowers at the fancy restaurant
which she decorate one day she meet
a high social status man
Fernando José, is his name
he plays the piano at the restaurant
where rosalinda work
 
like as if faith bring them together
like as if the heart fill the purpose of life
of love remain a lively since the very first moment
they're eyes meet each other where purest
love fill in completing each other soulful
heartbeat a holyvoews meet in marriage
when love has a perpouse to love each other
instantly where the heartbeats expanding
feeling stronger then ever
 
In his eyes she've seena reason to dream
an eternity feelings of happiness, of
freedom, in his arm when she belong
like somehow time dosen't existbetween them
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Moment
 
There a moment when time and memory will surely be remembered in times of
silent a lesson from a past that long gone
in walks of people life may be sometimes remembered of or better of forgetting
sometimes hope await love
in search of someone that match you
surely love may lead you
love may taste it tears
love may find it's way
distance apart
love is rejoiced of hope
regaining through time
love forgive love regaining strength
when hope about to lose
in hope of a faith love
is a value part in person life
love is mainly a promise that kept
love is about value the kindness of
thoughtfulness in a person
love is where the heartbeat secure
as troubled ease you out of doubt
and danger love is like the warm breeze
of bay waves in a summer
like the blue bright sky in summer
like the bright blue sea that you could
easily see from the distance
so do love comes with respect of feelings
of value in each other
moment of togetherness
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Life A Lesson
 
If almighty god never mark ache in our life we never know how to overcome
what fear us or how to recover life a lesson Almighty god has away of bringing
the bad peoples in our life and replace with good one letting someone
goes or either stay part of your
life a lesson we all learned to let go and forget through time that ease
 
if love is true and purest there hope that meet the vows caused love's has
purpose and completing each other life as partner for life forever and always
meet in Almighty god wish if love is just a playful game surely it's a waste of
time in a person life like wasteful of years that falsely words of promises meet
that never be fulfilled but advantage take place in life that years has wasted a
waited life a lesson good people surely say true with forgive forget what may
hurt them but the true fool always played the game of offense behind you with
no regretful and never learn to value of one another life a lesson we all knew
after it's happened ease through year life a lesson.
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Guidance Love
 
The sea and the sky
may look the same
in daylight hours of the day
from the distance
the warmest air of the waves
of the oceans drifting through time
of daylight and nightly
 
refresh a person in a summer heat
love's brings hopes faith
that can't easily given up
loves expand its feeling faithfully
caused its purest to the soulful
heartbeat forever through times
of hours of life
 
however long the distance
however long life bring
however long the heartbeat
beating through that's
how pure love could ever be lead
in a life of one another
love's doesn't fool you
love given strength
that lead you through
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A Gorgeous Heart
 
A gorgeous person come with
a gorgeous heart of soul
reflect to a mirror of a face
a well manner known how to lead you
in a right or wrong with a helpful hand
in help in solving of solution
in comfort in a person worries
in comfort of someone in tears
hearing what they have to say
 
a secret just the two of you only knew
that kept safe a good people leave
and mark your past good people mark
leave a spark that friendship don't die
easily good friend stay even
in a distance away among both person
 
Good people are truthful and honest
that value your trust and understand
through time good friend don't die easily
as time of years passing bye
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Newlyweds
 
I'm blessed with your loved that pure and truth I'm blessed to the love of your
life a love that you've treasured me rejoice of the purest love you've given me
our prayer been blessed that lead us together loved rejoice time never await us
in our vows of holy purposes rejoice of marriage I'm yours and you are my I'm
blessedly to be blessed with yours purest loved
 
You've given me through time through hours through moment I'm blessed to be
your women your first purest love a young lady you'd fallen in love for the first
time and the last I'm blessed to be your woman in our newlyweds as couples
loved to hear the lovely women's at your working place questions where your
sweetheart Mr.Awal?
Where is Mrs.Awal? Where is your gorgeous wife? I'm blessed to be yours I'm
blessed to be your life partner forever in-time I've loved you forever as long as
my heartbeat beating that much I loved you
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Valuable Loved
 
A day without you is like a clock that stay as it is without a movement an hour of
time seem longer my thought in my mind was all in you in my silent hours of my
silent night to daylight morning since that night when you drove me to the
airport we held in hand and hugs with warmest with kisses a wave on our hand
we walked our separate walk distance between us a part for a moment a trust
within distance that grow love that blossom of trust the purest love that pure like
soul and the heartbeat forever love blossom through hours of years love given
the value in each other love given the value of trust love given a value of secure
love given the value of guidance love given a valuable treasure of rejoice of love
through hours through moment through time in the heartbeat forever and always
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Treasure Love
 
Your loved I'll treasure
our loved expand
through hours
through moments
through our awakening
days in our lifetime
loved blossoms like spring flowers
we both are the seeds
that the waters are our love
our beating heartbeat is our sunshine
and soil that blossom our love
through every season of change
our love expanding like the expanding ocean blue drifting through time forever in
time
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Love Lead (Amor Plomo)
 
Love lead
love ' has given courage
the support and love
Guide loves light
loves the ease of what hurts you
love is one of the valuable treasures
in life for a life that have moments
that brings hope of happiness
love is the comfort of the safe heart for
A lifelong love is when you loved each
other like the heartbeat through time
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Amor Plomo
 
amor plomo amor ' ha dado coraje el apoyo y la guía del amor ama la luz ama a
la facilidad de lo que duele que amas es uno de los valiosos tesoros en la vida
para una vida que tienen momentos que trae esperanza de felicidad el amor es el
consuelo del corazón seguro para un amor de por vida es cuando usted se
amaban como el latido del corazón a través del tiempo
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The Seed Of Spring
 
love is the seed of spring
in the heart of
someone who loves you
purest as the heartbeat
forever through every
awakening day of our life
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La Semilla De La Primavera
 
amor es la semilla de la primavera
en el corazón de alguien que te ama
más puro como el latido del corazon
para siempre a través de cada día de
despertar de nuestra vida
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A Wife World
 
You know you're a wife
when you wake up
early in the morning
prepare breakfast
for two you know
you're a wife when
you left a food snack on
the kitchen table for him
you know you're his wife
when you do laundry
on weekend
 
You know you're his wife
when you aspire him
You know you're his wife
when you hugs and
kisses never dies
you know you're his wife
when he found love that
pure as the beating
heartbeat within him
from the moment he lay
his eyes on you till the
day pure love and vows
of marriage meet
you know you're his wife
remembering his old
said in a long ago year
 
that pass by through time
seem so clearly but yet gone by
In the past that long ago
when he said love fill his
heart for the first time and
the last heart-to-heart
connection soul by soul
pure love fill without
fearing love complete
without failing love fill



of freedom in each other
life love expanding
through the seasons
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An Auntie World
 
You know you're an auntie
when your heart fill with joy
you know you're her auntie
when she only fell comfortably
when you held your baby niece
above your palm and place
her on your beating heartbeat
 
You know you're his auntie
since the day she was born
and you were born as an her auntie
you know you're her auntie when
she called you and tell you
what happened in her life
You know you're her auntie
when she fills your heartbeat
with warm
 
you know you're her auntie
when she searches for you
early in the morning and fall
a sleep above your belly or either
in your arm
 
You know you're her auntie when
she falls a sleep through the lullaby
song you sang in a long ago year
that long gone but yet so closer
to the heartbeat but yet it passes
in time of year
 
You know you're her auntie you love her in every beating heartbeat of you since
the day she was born you were born to be her auntie
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Soulful Heartbeat
 
if love stays it leads you if it's forever time won't be waiting game when love is
pure as the beating heartbeat and soulful love surely find its purpose, meaning,
the purpose of love in our life, love is a safeguard that secure a beating
heartbeat aliveness of happiness that has no boundary a limit, Love is pure as
the beating heartbeat and soulful feeling that expands through time
 
Through year in our awaking day's of our life Love is like the beating heartbeat
and soulful connection cause love hold the hours of time with the warmest kisses
and hugs that hold a life that bright a beginning of daylight
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Perfection Of Love
 
A woman is a seed
a man is her soil
to help her grow
into a blossom
of flower roses
 
like the warmest sunlight
above the skylight
in the coldest winter
of snowfall hours
love lead back to you
in each every moment
like the growth of seeds
in spring of hours
 
love is shatter, love is rejoice
that never leave your side
love given strength
in hours of hopeless
love found a faith
in each other
 
love rebuild hope in
hopeless hours loves
bring bravery
in a time when you about
to give up in fear of fearless hours
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Forever Yours
 
I'm blessed to be the first woman you ever loved
I'm blessed to be your first real girlfriend
a first true love who became your wife
you came into my life in a perfect time
the blessing from above
you loved me pure
you loved me deeply truly
you loved with your pure love
so pure deeply truly as pure
as the beating heartbeat
aliveness forever in time
I value you I treasure you
as long as my heartbeat aliveness
as long as the rain clear the sky
as long as the sea drifting through time
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Lonely, Silent
 
There isn't your voice my love
In a cold night
Only the sound of a gas car be
heard faintly from a distance...
 
I paused for a moment
Muttering to myself, where am I now?
 
To ward off loneliness
I tried to string word for word
Expressing feelings that I don't understand
 
But it really feels very quiet
Like meditating alone in kahfi cave
Reflect on what has happened, today and tomorrow.
 
Waiting for the morning without sunlight
The cold breeze isn't over yet...
My fate, lonely, frozen like a lump of snow Thank you for the winter that always
accompanied me
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Precious Gift Of Love
 
You've given me a gift for a lifetime a precious gift of pure love that I value most
deepest as the ocean that no one could ever replace
Love is when the soul heartbeat connect in us love make easier to breathe
caused love making us love each other more deepest through perfection
imperfection loves is when we loved each other without limits without ending
caused it's complete ourlife from the beginning till the end and never leave us
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Pure Love Within
 
You've given me a gift for a lifetime
a precious gift of pure love that
I value most
deepest as the ocean
that no one could ever replace
You've given me a gift
for a lifetime a precious gift of pure love
that I value deepest as the ocean
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Heartbeat
 
You've given me a gift for a lifetime
a precious gift of pure love that
I value most
deepest as the ocean
that no one could ever replace
You've given me a gift
for a lifetime a precious gift of pure love
that I value deepest as the ocean
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Loved
 
Loves is like the air of the ocean
kisses your skin
loosing sleep in a dream so far
but yet so closer
when you hold on each other
without fearing but fill your heart with secure
like no one could ever do
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The Sparkle Of Love
 
Loves make you losing in a passing of time of hours
loves can't easily be said by words
loves is like the sparkle of eyes met
when words can't easily be said
but by action love is when the days and hours seems
like the clocks are too long without them in it
loves make you feel alive as they appear in your life
that makes your life alive
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Moral Of Life
 
It's alright to be wrong in a good way
as long as your truth to a person
as long as you know your own value
in a moment when someone in need of help
without knowing where to search but yet
you there to cover them by backing them up
its alright to be selfish when they break you
and lies to your face rumour behind you
in a nonsense way, but yet
 
you there to cover them by backing them up
its alright to be selfish when
they break you and lies to your face
rumour behind you in a nonsense way, but yet
you help them without hoping for them to help you
in return goes as a flow till you walk
out the door, let history reveals
there always one person who knew
you well enough
won't believe the nonsense behind
that run around time will surely
tell there always one person
who surely know you understand
values you good peoples leave a mark of memories
that long gone, but yet closer in the mind
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Loves Hopes
 
our new year begins to fill our lives
with a blessing with love no ending
through the years as we breath
and alive in an ending month of
December that God has blessed us
through as your birthday start and pass
in a year that past that not long ago
we wish of hopes written onto the ball
on flow above the night sky light
our love keep our faith alive
hopes, our wishes came true
one thing for sure if our child a gal
she'll be a lot like you a papa girl
a princess of our own
if our child a son he'll be our prince
look like you and me has our good character
and fill our life with joy
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Soulful Heart
 
in the hold of our handheld
in the beating of our heartbeat feel
in our silent soulful heart that speaks
can be felt can be heard by a soulmate
forever friend forever life partner
a shoulder to lay on when tears burst
Love comes in an exact perfect timing
 
when broken piece fix it healing through the hours of time
when everything no longer matters why or how caused
pure love is a miracle part that can't be replaceable
loving with all your heart laughter when you fill blue
strength in your weakness in your hopeless hours
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Sweet Angel Of My Heartbeat
 
To my baby niece,
I watch you born
I watch you crawling down
the floor of the carpet
I've seen your balance
in your tippy toes
I watch you stand for
a seconded in time
straight and wobbly fall
I watch you walk
I heard you calling for me
in your very first word
you call me mama
I watch you cry
I comforted you in the hold of my arm
I held you in my arm you fall asleep
in a sound of a lullaby
I once sang to you my heartbeat loves you
since the day you were born that the day
I was born to be your auntie, my sweet angel of my
I'll always here for you forever in time
my door will always open
the sweet angel of my heartbeat
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Love & Life
 
let love fill your disability heartbeat
that one can't explain that broken to deep
that sleepless hour of silent tears
that taste that past long is gone healing through
the hours of timerefill you within a love that
purest of the heartbeat
love never leave it to stay forever be
grow old together forever hold in the hold of the hand
shelter of the secret safe of guard love can't ever
apart love is when you trust regain recover the strength
when your hope is hopeless when something so important
worth of given up for there someone that always regain
your hopeless hours into the hope of strength
pure love is a unit of love in marriage through stormy weather and calm of spring
in the awakening day in this life a journey may lead
two pure love in love that purely in love
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Humanity Habit
 
let it be the false tale being told
behind you that erupted like the lava
as if it lay above a human
false may be said as true back
in the past that long gone
truth has been said as a lie
all the nonsense spread
like a wind blow in the air
one to another let them talk
that false tale in a long-ago year
that has long gone let it
be gossipy of jealousy
has mixed in the air
blow above the human
a stronger woman may leave
behind no trace like that
ghostly appearing without
a third eye can't see
let it melt like a melting
ice in a summer heat
let the time behold
and truth be reveal
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Fairy Tale
 
A royalty of nobility a history trees that lead of a long lost ofthe old lost history
where princesses marrying an army in Javaneselong ago history where royalty
meet a none nobility or a none royal blood at birth where love be meet secretly
untold a reveal reopen a history of the past be to hold a pure love that long
agogone a fairy talelove that long ago
 
a history of her great-grandparents love story
she soon to be 28th the great-granddaughter of the late duke duchess
of Javanese find herself been loved by the none royal groom
she the 4th great-granddaughter of the late Duke of Duchess of Javanese where
love long ago has past through the hours
a love marriagemeet love between the nobility and the none nobility which
wasn't against the will of a nobility of royalty it was a tale of pure love that long
ago that past on to her 4th generation where the purest love of a great-
grandmother and great-grandfather love storythat past on to the 4th generation
of her great-granddaughter
she finds herself been loved by the man
 
who lay his eyes on her since the day they meet in April springs
a pure love spark at the very moment he meets her
it was his first side of love he feels in his soulful heart a calmer feeling
he never saw anyone such as her she everything to him a purpose in finding she
everything he ever wanted his love was ever deep deepest as the oceanwith all
his heart for her
 
without wasting time to pass he found his only hope and purpose
she in her 26 his in his 30's he found love his love was ever
endless their moments are ever timeless he lives and loves her he will have and
hold her since the very last breath a white wedding night he cherishes every
momentwhat they have is timeless
he lives and loves her he will have and hold her forever in time
he never saw anything quite like her he found his heart desire
he found the missing pieces that complete him
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Natural And Human Relations
 
In the desert of desert people, 'a dry
land with no winter cold or raining
falls a hard head a dry heart create
within the people at the east, where
freedom never born secret, incident
kept locked away in winter of the
cold north people try to find
the warmest of a flam in winter day and nightfall
the warmest thought of mind and heart create
within the people of the north
at the western of a westerner, a free of thought
of mind and freedom speak and friendly bond
where spring summer autumn winter meet create
the people In Europe a friendly guide of tourist
visit a warming place to be around
a free place with no interrupting
like the est to be around
season create a person personality
through their mind of thought and
heart reflect in a person characteristic
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A Heart Within
 
Ocean apart day after day
though hours through year
through season of change
Love stay forever in time
our love stay the same
as the warmest
cooling sensation
of ocean sea water
wash a ponded the seashore
as the same change of seasons
love isn't await of gaming to play
it's where the hope grows
like the blossoming roses
Patel inside you within
love secure the heart
when doubtful of mind worries
it ease all it doubtful out
of danger of worries
love lead away to guard
and to guid like miracle prayers
where hope regain
with strength it's restored
love is all thematter forever
through time
love lead back
to you and I
my love of my life
I'll value you and treasure you
in every stepping awakening
walk in our life my love.
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Sea Soul
 
Stolen kisses and hugs
since the day you were born
to be my man, and I was born
to be your woman in once
engagement memories
I memorize all the detail
in color that has pass by
and felt the weather
underneath my skin
like as it was yesterday
the night we were been
blessing by the people
surrounded us in witnesses
and blessing us you wear
a golden creamy suit
I wear the pink creamy
dress in summer July 12th
 
in our engagement night of summer love reunited us our happiness love blossom
within us forever and always we held in hand no matter what your love has
blessing in me forever through time since the day we were born as a spouses
 
once very first we dance as a couple's in love
In once white wedding gown in me in white suit you wear walk down aisle hand
in hand we held on to each other in hold you were my and I were you we always
be the newlyweds couples in love by heart but not by words
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Sweet Journey Of My
 
My babies niece
I watch you learn to crawl
I watch you learn to balance
on to your two tipsy toes on
the ground I watch you
interact, tasting
the difference of food
I've watch you crawl and stand
yourself in your tipsy toes
and reach your tiny hand above
your aunt door and push it softly
open in you go as you crawl in
reach to me happily and jolly
as I held you above and there you
were crawling back and forward
and safely fasting a sleep in the in hold
of her auntie hand she held
I loved you like my own since
the day you were born the blessings
has refilled regain the joyful journey
of an auntie love regain like mom to
her daughter forever in time my heart
always be with you my angel of
my sweet journey of a lifetime
my sweet child of my.
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Forever In Time
 
Forever in time I'll always be your
woman and you'll always be my
only man for life do us part
as long our heartbeat beating
through our life that how much
I love you so
I love you more each moment in time
I value you and treasure you
like the heartbeat beating through
I'm blessed to be blessed to the
first person you ever love
with his purest love you given me
that one first realpurest love
and lead in vowed of your purpose
that you found in me that lead to our
summer engagement and white wedding night.
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Moment In Time
 
Through the wittiness and the blessings
of our night summer engagement fill our
life in the begging of July 12th pink
and creamy gold color suit in our
exchange of rings white wedding night at the landmark
hallway we walk down the aisle as soft petal roses
been shower above us as our portrait taken place
down to the dance floor as Mr.Mrs.Awaludin
I'm blessed to be your woman first and for last
we never excepted a gift it's all about us as couples
in love with no a wait purest love has sent us both
as couples in love from spring 2016 till now and forever
through time as long as our heartbeat beating that how
long I loved you so my love.
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Forever Love
 
There no love as purest as your love
There no better place
where my heart felt secure
in your holding hand of hugs
hearing your beating heartbeat
above my ear as I lay above you
hearing your sounding heartbeat
beating through my ear like
a sound of a melody
in your loosely holding hugs
you held your hand on to my
hip through the bed night skylight
stolen kisses in every awakening
day of our life through the nightlight sky
till morning a never ending friendship
a never ending love a husband of my
forever love in time.
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My Love To You
 
My love in every breathtaking hour
in every moment we spend together, I treasure you
I value you I loved you each and every moment
since the day we met our hopes grow
our life started to filling of completing
like the expanding seawater the cooling
sensation that given the warmest
in the summer heat, love has
no bound limit or nither apart
us in between our prayer lead
us together in our marriage
I'm blessed to be your women
to be loved like no other
to be blessed by his purest love
of his first true love for his wife
that you give it to me the hopes
that give you the strength that
leads to a purpose that you never
found in other but you found it
in me I learn that
love has no bound but regains
refilling through the hours of
time years that pass our way
in every awaken day in our life
refiling strength when fear turns
to fearless when hopeless hour
regains hopes to carry on as my world
turn to blue you turn it into the clear
sky of warmest spring.
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Dear Grandma
 
If only heaven and earth were closer
If only it's next door to door that closer to me
If only human have wings like an angel
flying above the clear sky and near us with
unseen eyes if somehow chance were there like as if it never left or gone seem
like it was yesterday you were there all it left was a memory in a clear closer
memory that long gone but yet so closer
I'm blessed to have a loving granny with such a pure love pure heart carefree
heart that loved her grand babies even though we grownup you still imagine us
as a babies
 
A sweet preciouses memory I'll always treasure you forever
I've always treasure you like the beating heartbeat within me
It was a pure love when our heartbeat connection beating among us since the
day
I was born the blessings of love
that was there like the heartbeat growth in time that a loving moment of granny
was born that I once called a granny
 
A memory that long gone but yet so close to the heartbeat as your grandchild in
my prayer may Almighty God blesses your resting soul
may almighty God lead hear my prayer fora paradise await for you
My eyes may not burst to tears
My world may not turn to blue
Caused my prayer kept me secure
Caused your in Almighty God secure now
In your memorable moment that keep a treasure a memory that bring back
moments that treasure a story tell a valuable love treasure of time a story of
pure love since the day you were born I was born to be your grandchild
 
In a loving memory of grannylove has no bound
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Dear Auntie,
 
Dear auntie,
 
I'm maybe younger than you then and now
I learned the best from you
As I'm growing up I learned how to be a great auntie
as you could ever be then and now the unconditional carefree heartbeat loves as
a mum to her niece
that passed on to me to your grand babies
as their auntie I learn the connection of
unconditional love a bond among us
like mum to their babies as auntie
I learn from the best since
I was younger cause I've always has a
carefree great auntie like you.
 
 
 
P.S your niece
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My Precious Love
 
My precious love
 
In my hopes In my heart in my prayer In my memory of you and I Like as time
never passed our way all it's left is a remembrance of a yearly celebrations of the
two of us to our precious memory to a moment in time
 
That bring us together to the moment we meet our love fill with hope distance
may part us but our heartbeat soul fill us with strength to keep us going In time
that long gone Your love has sent me free
 
Secure me with you carefree heartbeat Your love has always been the joyful
happiness that has blessings us
I'm blessed to be your forever love
I'm blessed to be your forever life partner
I'm blessed to be your only one first and true love
 
I'm blessed to be blessed by your pure love
I'm blessed to be your only woman that pure love has blessings us both since the
day we meet in spring of blossom air breeze in time of exchange rings resemble
of our love unite us as spouses once summer breeze a precious treasure of our
beautiful moment in our journey of love that complete us.
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My Love
 
My love remember once our warmest summer engagement
I stood but yet a walk down the aisle at our ambassador
parents house you stood down on our groom and bride
chairs you stared above me within your amazement
as I walk down and held on to our mothers hands
and let go our vows be said with blessed from
our families and guests in a moment in time of
our sweet engagement of the warmest summer
of July 12th our love forever beating like
our heartbeat as one like
our soulful heart speak onlywe could heard
our love forever bond like the sea light the
daylight and night sky our love forever
blossom without an end my love.
 
Our love forever secure us in every beating in our heartbeat where words of
silent could only be heard understand by the two of us our love given us the
stringent that only you and I could fill secure within every moment we together
our love has never will ever be apart caused it endless love at first side of the
purest love of you and me my beloved man.
 
 
 
But yet our moment came to pass once every yearly celebrations the day we
were born to love each other one spring moment in time when love has grows
proposal of love founding of purpose in engagement of July 12th we united as
couples in love to be married to be but yet it left us a memorable meaningful
remembrance of our moment in time our young love begins our valuable memory
will forever be remembered in times of love that treasure in time my love for you
has no limits like the sea.
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Healing Through Time
 
Love is healing through time Love
is mending a broken heart a broken promise that may mark the heart
Love is not blaming it's about solving problems
love is about founding solutions Love is filling each other's emptying Love isn't a
fight love is an understanding
Love is appreciated each other
Love is when your heartbeat secure in his arm of hold
Love is when a man love his woman he surely goes with vows to held her hand to
be his woman in marriage
He found a purpose that love has created
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Hand In Hand
 
Love is giving love by heart stand side by side no matter what may came your
way love held hand in hand sprouting each other's lifts each other hopes and fill
each other's companion goal through tick and thin when world seem blue like the
tears burst of sadness and through happiness always there to hold each other
hand in hand ease what may sorrow be fill in guidance in successful always there
always be to held on to each other in a presence of you and me my love my
dearest love.
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Sweet Love Of My
 
I love the freshness aromatic of the blossoms
red roses a bouquet of roses
you held in your hand
you handed to me
with your warmest of your love
lips to lips as we kiss to say
we love each other
in silent of words
with feelings within
our kisses attachment
Of our heart and soul
withinyou kiss my forehead
in a silent word of saying
you adore me beginning
of new year month of
January of 23rd Mother's
A time of a national celebration
of a Mother's Day back
in Indonesia in our hometown
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From Romeo To Juliet
 
His letter to me
 
On this Mother's Day moment I want to say: happy Mother's Day and I love you
forever.
Mi amor
Thank you being part of me that can't be apart from my life through happiness
and sadness forgive this husband of yours that have mistaken that can't be a
good husband for you, forgive me if my words has hurt or scratch your heart, in
my prayer I always pray To God(Allah)to blessed us with happiness in our family
I love you Amor
Happy New year 2018
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Letter From The Heart
 
letter fromthe heart
?????? ?? ?????
My love
??????
my darling
??? ?????
my beloved
???????
You are my soul
???? ????
my eyes
??????
my heart
?????
my hope
?????
I love you forever
????? ??? ?????
You are the love of my life
???? ?? ?????
you are my love forever
???? ??? ?????
my dear
??????
my lover
??????
My forever friend in my journey
?????????? ??? ?????
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Spring Love's
 
Dear April of spring love that brings me closer to him once a spring break of 17th
2016 where love brings us closer the look in his eyes tells me that forever to be
the real love that he found an idol wife from a big crush in me he never falls in
love as much as the deepest as the deep sea bed he found his world complete
when he found me he loves me first and for the lastthe only first purest love he
ever felt he given it all to me on his one knees he found a purpose to take me in
to be his fiancée An idol big crush that fill his heart that loves has excess since
the day he came into my life.
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Mirical Of Love
 
There no such love until you cameinto my life, my love there no tears drop as its
clear, the grey sky that tears long gone of sorrow you fills it with the joy with
your warmest purest love that covers me with the longing love thatyou held me
in your arm with the tenderof your kisses that my heartbeat fillssecure
you became one of my only muse in my life you fill your missing presencewith a
distance video call to fill your emptying missing spaces as the plane landedon
24th of March 2016 springs breeze of nightlightsky you watch me as I walk to
the immigrationunconsciously youhelda bouquet ofroses above you
love is amazing since you came into my life my love
you fill the joy of happiness of laughter the purest of your love that our love has
creat in our journey nothing get in the way that can't ever be apart usunless our
heartbeat rate stop beating no one can ever fill our longing ofmissing presence
caused oursouls and heartbeatattach as onesince the day we meetthe only part
thatcould be completed is were togetherthatour love has createthe journey the
art of miracle that love has blessed our life..
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The Moment We Meet
 
There nowhere else I'll rather be In your warm embracing hold where the
heartbeat fill secure where love always there I'll always be here to catch you
when you fall as long as you there I'll always be here
 
We'll always there for each other hold through hopeless hours of sadness tears in
life
Your love has created the strength a firmly hopes
Your love was purest as pure as the ocean can see
Your love has created a carefree heart a loving man in you
 
The moments we meet I found my best friend a fiancé to be a husband become
engaged to be married a sweetheart to be our love grow purest as pure as the
heartbeat alive
 
Your love has brought me the best of love you gave your first of your first true
love to me that complete us with the blessed of our prayer that god has blessed
us through our life.
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Love ?? In The Air
 
Love sparkles ? the eyes in distance of you and me, a warming of your in the
hold in your arm where I belong to our longing holds on each other
Our love brings us together, but yet seem so far
Love ?? secure the heartbeat ?? our mind and heartbeat sense the same our length
of longing precious moment our wedding day you held me in your arm, your
words so clear you said loud &quot; I love her&quot;! You were the best part of
me you've shown love that is pure as the heartbeat can ever be a place of
freedom of friendship
 
can't ever apart us unless our heartbeat die the purest love that god has created
among us a husband like you are one of a kind you love has created.
 
And bless us through our awakening day of our life created in marriage as
husband and wife the longing of your hold secure me in the heartbeat the
strength that rebuilds when fearing fearless turn your love has given hope a
blossom rose and happiness of joy fill inside us forever till our last breath.
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Summer Of July Love Memories
 
An early morning of autumn breezes your warming kisses of your locking hold of
your longingly hugs held in your loving arm
that left behind, the look in your eyes you wanted to stay longer but yet to leave
when hours seem lesser but yet to go
with your blowing kisses as you wave your goodbye
 
and drive to work that love has marked in our heartbeat since the beginning till
the end that love has blossomed, remember in time? 
when we meet  in spring of flowers growth you held my hand while driving to the
airport roadway seem you won't let go of the hand you hold on to me  you watch
me boarding with your hopes awaiting distance for a moment of time seem so far
 
 
I'm blessed to be the only one you ever loved the one you hold on to
the very first person your longing to be with through our young and  our old age
came, I'm blessed to have the love you gave the very first and  purest  of your
love you share to that came from your heartbeat
that you found in me forever yours to be
 
remember the summer love of our exchanging rings our stepping step
down the staircase with the shower of roses above us
our very first dance stepping step of the dance floor of you and me
in our unforgettable moment in time of our July of summer love
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With Your Love In The Morning
 
Love the way the daylight of a mornings air breeze in the mid of august 29th 17
kisses above your skin embracing in an early morning sunshine of the daylight
sun like the clear blue sky in the morning of the daylight the warmth of a freshly
air out in the open sky of daylight morning sunshine the love that has longing to
be hold on to with a warmth secure your beating heartbeat he left his hold within
his warmth kisses to a wife just a starting of a new day
 
As time of an hour in every awakening step in life a blessing from above that
purest love has ever blessed as sun rise above the high clear blue sky an early
morning daylight start your day as the sun rises in an open world when love
beating like the heartbeat ever since you were born you know that love has
existed as time of an hour pass you through purest love sent your freedom of
what you may to be whom you are and love in every beating heartbeat of your
heartstrings in soul within your heartbeat unspoken of word a thought of word in
silent of unspoken of words could be heard by the one who love you dearly to his
heartbeat
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Our Heartbeats
 
I'm glad you came into my life
I'm glad your bravery of hope
lead us back again our heartbeat
speak in our silent thought that
only us could read each other inner
thought remember the engagement
within your purpose in
 
Handing hand to held me
as your wive you speak
out your heart I love her
knowing it from the very
bottom of your heartbeat
seems like your heartbeat
beating for me in every awakening
days of our life our love sent us closer
to our prayer and blessings us through
our life you love was ever true as pure
as the heartbeat
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Your Purest Heartbeat
 
I'm glad you came into my life
you gave love like never before be found
Your first ever real love to me
it meant a lot as words can ever said
your love is purest as your heartbeat
with blessings from above down within us
our purest love will always blossom in
each awaken day in our life with blessings
My love forever be with you
The blessings blossom of pure love
Embrace us from above
Your purest heartbeat
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Spring Love
 
My boyfriend is my only husband the love of my life he planted the seeds that
blossom in every beating heartbeat that love has expanding growth through time
blossom of a rose that bloom his love was ever pure purest as the heartbeat and
soul as deep as the ocean bed like the transparency of the water waves the pure
real first love of his endless love that captured his heart and soul he brought his
love since the day we met our spring love will blossom through time as heartbeat
beating
 
 
As long as the heart beating lively through that however longer our love lives
through the time and present that god has blessed us in our awaken day the best
part that god has blessings from above is my prayer has been blessed since the
day we met is the day when you came into my life and you given me your real
first purest love of your endless love
I'll treasure this precious unconditional love that gift had sent from above that
blessed us through our life together.
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Expanding Love
 
Love is like when your hope grows inside you like the seeds of roses expanding
blossom through the hours that shower of love that grows inside the soul every
waken day.
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My July Love Rush
 
I value you as my treasury heartbeat my July rush love a placed where warm
secure my heartbeat a place where a plantation of seeds grows blossom of roses
?? of flowers ?? rings ?? and roses of hope happiness blessings blossom faith miracle
in hopes that shower us with love that purest as your heartbeat that has been
sent to me that god has created us both in faith of him you shown your endless
of your love as pure as your heartbeat my July rush love that never fade a
capturing moment of memory that never fade away a moment in time when love
has planted a seed that blossom of roses of flowers a blessing from above love
lead us through strength to carry on that heart soul combining as one that unity
both of us till we grow older.
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July Love's
 
Remembering you in may wave your goodbye as I depart in hopes with bravery
has fill your purpose of proposal in await of me counting days till our big days
Await for me to come back A love that purest from our inner soul of heartbeat as
one blessings from above a love that purest has sent to me without an end of our
endless love like A blossom of rose ?? that has no end inside our heart where the
seed of roses grows never die unless the heat die I walk aisle walk down the stair
when the holy Verses I walk aisle down the stairs to reach the hand of my mom
and our godmother and walk to our bridal sit beside you your vows and holy
verses has been said our rings ?? has been exchanged on our figures on our
engagement on 12th July 16 of Tuesday evening the start light and the moon
light above us at our ambassador godparent's house remember your words I love
her ?? I lost my words in a smile of amuse It was then our big day at the
landmark hotel fill with white wedding pictures of photographs of you and I in a
black and white capture just the two of us on  Friday 15th of July 2016 on our
big day that united us together in a holy blessing the wedding footage that we
have finally completed that has been played for the guest in await of us to walk
aisle as it ended we hug ?? with warm as we apart for a moment As the song start
we walk out of the door his on the left side of the stair I'm on the right side we
face each other just a four step down with a white bouquet ?? of roses through
our halfway a walk of our aisle we face each other in exchange of our rings ??
symbol of our holy promises united with blessings from above the heaven and
the earth we walk through shower of rose above us a walk through aisle down to
the dance ?? floor seems just like we the only one out of others around us our
heartbeat Has plant seeds of roses ?? of flowers ?? rises blossom through time that
blossom inside our heartbeat connected to our soul that purest love has planted
inside our heart alike the ocean without limits like the heartbeat and soul and air
that has kept us alive love that given strength bravery forgive carefree of heart
an open arm where love hold us.
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The Hour Glass
 
I heard a laughter from the present past a shade of agony under the heartbeat
burst of tears drop of the eyes when prayer becomes hopes in hopeless time
never thought that goodbye was ever said but to walk out in silent healing
shattered dream swiftly fad in the hours glass of time forgotten till love
unknowingly appears closer to your heartbeat love is the healing there no love
like your love so pure so tinder as you can ever given me I'm longingly to hold on
to forever as longer  as the heartbeat alive  It's miracle how god brought us
together in a moment in our search Peaceful purest love As our heartbeats alive
till our last breath that what loved made us believing and given us strength.
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Remember When You Were Younger
 
Remember when you were younger I used to ponytail you remember when you
were a baby I used to carefree with my open heart and Secure you no matter
what may come my way I find a best friend for all of my life you were the best
gift in my lifetime
 
Remember when you were younger my bravery is just for you when I look into
your eye's I see me in you I see my baby sister growing up so swiftly I see
myself growing older too
 
I always have your back no matter what may come my way I'll be alway by your
side I'll will always back you up no matter what may come my way
 
distance maybe be far but yet so near to your heartbeat
 
A sisterhood live in a heartbeat with full of love and care free heart with open
heart love and carefree will never die unless the heartbeat die
 
I wish you a many more marvelous birthday with full of blessing of happiness
laugh love successful may God bless you guide you with many more blessings
through your awaken day and footsteps of walking life.
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Our Day Our Love Our Heartbeat's
 
Our days Our Loves
our heartbeat's as one
like sense of feeling
that never fade away
through time
read through the mind
of silent words unspoken
heartbeat's and soul's
combine the air that
kept us alive in our
awaken a walk of life
love given strengths
hopes free our achenes of
the beating heart
everyday there hope and there love
that stronger trusting that the heart
speak with love that is purest as the
ocean water can be seen reflected
to the heartbeat's and soul's
through our day Our purest live
Our living heartbeat's like air we
breathing through that kept us alive
 
 
never felt this secure in your hold of your arm
it's easy to breath in your hold where troubles
fade away
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Our Days
 
Through our days that has begin when love has
vanish unknowing in time that make me not to
believe the true meaning of love no more
you bring back what love has recalled
Wednesday 20th April 2016 if our goodbyes
for a moment flashing memories remain
I see your hopes in await of my return
in the passenger sit at the airport to
be with you once more counting days till
our vows and proposal meet of our purpose
in life he a wait for 78 days it was a
Friday 8th of July 2016 his there with
a 2nd rose a story of love refrigerate
of rose bouquet to kept it alive like
love is the air to breath counting
back to the very first rose 43 days
back it was a clear raining air
Thursday 26th  of may 2016 where
red rose been sale in the street
3 days remain for our big days
finally  our engagement of proposal
purpose meet and vows yes I do, no comment
is required of anything either wanted apart
of saying I do in the indoor hall of our
ambassador parent's house and his out there
aisle myself downstairs till I reach the hand's
a of my mother's one is my mum one is in my
in law it was a Tuesday 12th July 2016 ring's
symbol of our unity of pure love of holy
promise through thick thin the unity our
soul heartbeat as one and sense
Friday 15th July 2016 his at the stair
on the other side i was on the other
side exchange ring's and walk aisle
with holding hand's as we walk down
to the dance floor our very first
dance together at the landmark hotel
Amman Jordan dance through the melody
of I love you so by Maher zain its



amaze how he dance flaw the strength
of purest love isn't a wait it afraid
by losing through the hopes of
hopeless await when the present
of someone you love is distance.
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Loving You Through Time Through Heartbeat
 
Loving you through time through heartbeat
Love is a guide of path love is an ease
of heartache secure the wound inner of
your soul with warm of love
love light up your path away when it dark
love will warm you as the rain stop
Loving a person through time as the heartbeat alive
Love is a place of freedom of being yourself
Loving the flaw and flawless of each other
Love is a strength when hope is hopeless
Love us a secure warm of longing of each other companion
Love is like entirety rose that blossom through time
like season love is like the air that kept you alive
through time love can make a weaken heartbeat stronger
with strength and sure that given hope
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Baby Poem
 
A is for Amazing, no one like you
L is for Life, you are my everything
I is for Innocent, never grow up
S is for Special, always that energetic
H is for Healthy, always and forever
A is for Active, always that energetic
 
M is for Mirthful, the way you talk
A is for Active, always that energetic
L is for Lucky, to have you in my life
I is for Incredible, no one amazing like you
K is for Kind, such a warm heart
A is for Adorable, you so are
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Love Of My Life
 
A is or Amazing, a person that you are
W is for Warm, a loving heart
A is for Affectionate, you are full of love
L is for Lovable, to know you is to love you
U is for Unassuming, ever humble
D is for Darling, my precious
I is for  in seventh heaven, you make me feel
N is for Near, to my heart
 
AWALUDIN. Just perfect for me
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Mother Poem
 
M is for Motherly, protective of your loved ones
A is for Adventurous, willing to take care
R is for Respect, honored by your presence in my life
L is for life, the life of every party
I is for I, I love you.
A is for Ace, you are truly no.1, mom!
N is for Nice, a quality you possess bountiful
A if for Affectionate, you are so loving
 
MARLIANA, my guardian angel
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Love Purpose
 
what is love is it the purpose of making you believe in hope of hoping  wait of
waiting for  someone through the  silent  prayers in hope of hopeless in every
beat of your heartbeat
 
is love some kind of substance like the air we breathe through
 
like heart connected to you that has a sense of feelings and emotional
 
is love  like the maze capture you inside logging to be in reach for an exit in
search of  logging arm
 
is the journey of love paint a landscape of art like the stars moon bright the
loneliness hours of the night like the landscape of art that loves has created
 
like the landscape brings colours alive
 
is love like the unseen cure of wound
 
is love wort of plenety chancese
 
is forgiveness a mirical cure  of healing
 
when love shater bound like the sea but the two souls and heartbeat stay the
same
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Behind Her Smile
 
Behind her smile there a silent agony  tears
when to love blinds the eyes of the one you love
her smile and laughter bright others
her love was ever purest as deepest as the seabed
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Love
 
Love is like air like sunshine of summer breeze above the skylight love is a
precaution that ease agony there no love like your love as deepest as the sea
bed as wide as the ocean water drifting over time though seasons of changed
Love is like the stars and moon that bright the night sky love is a healing cure as
pure as purest love can be
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Pure Heart
 
Through thick thin of sorrow agony through shatter through
happiness of joy in your life, I'll be there to hold you no matter what may come
my way  I'll always love you through flaws and flawless can't say forever or
either everlasting but loving you are ever so  pure like the heartbeat and air like
an undying rose love  will always expand our love blossoms everlasting like
heartbeat movement the wide as ocean as deep to deeper as the seabed under
only pure love can make the heartbeat feel secure like somehow agony never
met
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No Regret In Love
 
No guilt no regret if it pure love from the inner heartbeat No proposal to purpose
when it stop by someone in between When option has to be refuse is against the
will of others Vows of May you take my hand or the words of I do never seem to
meet Or never been hear at first exchanged of ring's never been place purpose of
proposal in her present of her love That ain't meet the beginning when hope
seeming to be hopeless
 
He loves her purest but can't take the risk for her she loves him purest she
passed through humid summer  though heavy dust through the rain  that clears
the skylight when  it stops to shower above the high sky Just to be with him He
left her with emptying feelings He shatters her much too far through the wound
That he mark her heart with agony She loves him the same way in the present of
her past She grows apart that distance her from him in healing that overcomes
that ease the agony That no longer be feel Love existed either it's a trial either it
happily ever after Forgive is the healing that moves you through Real first love is
a trial either end up together either slip away
 
through your fingertips in your forgiveness but never be forget remaining of
memory that treasury in your heartbeat Real love come in friendship of childhood
friends  Real love is the captivated of inner secure of your heart Unexpected ease
somehow agony never tears your eyes Love may blindfold you're eyeing not to
notice Love may notice what real love is in front of you Love may bring back
togetherness in each other's lives through thick thin through agony that
happiness may shatter either ease but loves recapture the smile on your laughter
in your voice Love may lead to distance that past can't ever return When a wait
are too longer in a years that gone by swiftly in unseen hours She left within her
forgiveness He fly when her love was pure from the bottom heart Her carefree of
freedom in his embrace of secure her Her smile of laughter in her voice
forgiveness in her strength That past has to hold him
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Spring Blossom
 
A terminal walk of destination
spring loves blossom through
the time that kept us holding on
1055.5 miles that love has distance
love blossom like the roots of
roses that attach in the water vase
that expanding the wide of the
A petal that blossoms over time
Spring, where love overcome
fear agony eases somehow
the touch of love  in time the
beauty of pure love is like an
expanding  ocean drifting over
time as deepest as the seabed under
purest of love felt within the inner
heartbeat the captivated  of warm
secure love is like the everlasting
the moon and star that
bright the nightfall like the sun warms the
skylight in a winter cold of snow.
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Imprison My Heart Vol.3
 
Can’t seem to get words to explain I can’t either free the feelings
Fearing of losing you and I when the feeling just keeping
Imprison the heart I can’t explain the consciousness
That I can’t blindly see myself it coming closer I can’t seem
To say single words to you I’m not here to harm our love
Either hurting our feelings inside us my heart beat lesser and sinks
Whenever I imagine a life without you
I’m closer in losing you
 
 
Just embracing me tightly in your warming love You’re the perfect comfort that I
find
The only secure in my heart that is only you I’ll never say a single goodbye
caused
it going to hurt you even more If I leave without you knowing
Un-traced of me without you knowing It wasn’t a ring that makes a change
 
It is indeed the pure love that attach our heart together closer us through God
blessing
I never share my pure love with all my heart the way that I given it all to you In
no replacement
of Our pure kisser that touch our lips a placing of secure where the comfort of
my heart belong
our blossom pure love that growth through the blessing hour our love that size of
an ocean the
untouched air that blossom through all this year
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One Last Tears
 
one last tears of lost
I lost myself finding out you're not there
one last moment in my prays tears
how I lost you its hurts
however you near  but yet so far
I lost my words when I lost you
 
I find a reason why god guided us to a path
when the good guy ends up with the good girl
when the bad guy ends up with bad girl
that real for sure when a shattered heart
takes a time to heal wish it fade away somehow someday
one last tear to erase the pain
one last word left to say  or maybe he heard or may  he not
 
I say it out but without saying goodbyes
I walk out first then he tries to let go of me
a part of the divide of the heart broken slowly
 
when love there no more when you loved someone truly
he does so himself firstly I found that I loved him too
an ease that absence the spacing
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Lover Reunited Beneath The Sea Bay Of Seashore
 
Lover reunited beneath the sea bay of seashore
 
Failing of purposed of love shall there be
Shall be a victims when lovers has lost be apart, a mourning of love, Love shall
never dies
 
If so the death come feelings shall not dies too
Touché when the lips kiss in-depth of heart of silent
Kisses a wordless a pound the voiceless lover sit of falling asleep under the stars
of the night blue sea of ocean beneath the foot of two lover reunited stand
 
A slash of tears as it mourning of crying soul of his she cries he heard and felt it
too beneath his soul they both knew they very much in love. Hearing the waves
which calms the soul
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Love Poem Vol. Ii
 
My eyes scabbard in a dream which has reveal the true realities shatter
Screaming your name in a misery night which sit in and collide all at once
Could you hear me crying?
Do you even know how its break my heart, Once sweet surrenders which sits in?
 
Has fading away disappearing?
Every word you once said which I believed
How much you loved me you give your heart away
Everything we ever had, has all vanish away
 
Torment between the passions which sit you plays your games
Forever is no longer you come in with proposal
Which wasted I give you my heart you treachery
 
Like a game of a war we have to be apart forever
Without knowing it right between our eyes that’s its over
 
I give up on you forever is no longer
How you cut me open and left me bleeding
How could you
 
Stop wasting your time searching for me
I’m already gone don’t you know that
After all this time you realize how much I love you
And how much you love me what a waste
 
It’s to late to get back forever is no longer
All the sweet moment are all gone?
This left to bury it inside of me
 
If you love me so much like you said
You should do something before you said I do
For someone that you don’t love
There is no more us it’s all gone forever
Just left me breathless and dying
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Love Poem Vol.I
 
I heard his words
His Feelings I felt
So deeply opposition
By the kisses
By his touch
His arms wrap around me
Close to his chest
Feelings so safe by his embrace
The looks he gives
I read his eyes
His afraid to let me go
He whisper to my ear softly
As he kisses my lips without hurts
I love you, I love you, and I love you
I miss you a lot when you left
I whisper in a soft voice as I kiss him
Not to worry he whisper
As he kiss on my forehead
In my silent thoughts of mind
I knew I’m gone to lost him
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Imprison Heart Vol.2
 
imprison my heart with true
don't lie and played the soul
of my heart don't lie to me
and fool me with the words
that drowning me
 
i let myself distance to you
caused my heart can't take
in Saturday i made my mind
to walk out of you
 
i know you never care
to hold me it too late
when i loved you with all my heart
you never seen it i'm freeing my heart
from all of your betrayed excuse
 
i love you with no excuse
i do truly loved you
but i'm freeing myself
from your lies
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I Never Lie To You
 
I never lie to you from the start
I never cheat you even you did
You maybe playing with my pure love
I never played you or your heart
The way you cheat your words
that you care and love me
but that an excuse you escaping your words
caused knowing you never loved me
you made me walk a distance from you
it taken year to recover
all the wound that you place me
you've injured my life and left me
breathless every time i think
the sorrow you put me through
my heart sink deeper
 
if i cheated you i wouldn't
been with you for 8 yrs
but now i'm walking out of your life
even distance is harder to step
and walk out of your life
i never lie to you
 
 
I was true to you i gave you my pure
love from the bottom of my heart
I don't care if your hearing nonsense a lot
of people may saying to you
they only drowning you with lie 
I love you with all my heart
My love for you was real and true
But I'm going distance caused
I need to free my heart out
of your imprison lies
 
i refused to be your love
i want to free my heart
from your imprison lie
the love you played me



gone to far i'm freeing
my heart from your imprison lies
i cant stay here i cant bury
don't trance me i wont left you
mark to track me
it better that we are distance
i cant bury the lie you
place me through
i know you never look for me
i left the work caused i want to avoid you
i left my only  happiness and important that
was real to me
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Imprison My Heart
 
I never lie to you from the start
I never cheat you even you did
You maybe playing with my pure love
I never played you or your heart
The way you cheat your words
that you care and love me
but that an excuse you escaping your words
caused knowing you never loved me
you made me walk a distance from you
it taken year to recover
all the wound that you place me
you've injured my life and left me
breathless every time i think
the sorrow you put me through
my heart sink deeper
 
if i cheated you i wouldn't
been with you for 8 yrs
but now i'm walking out of your life
even distance is harder to step
and walk out of your life
i never lie to you
 
 
I was true to you i gave you my pure
love from the bottom of my heart
I don't care if your hearing nonsense a lot
of people may saying to you
they only drowning you with lie 
I love you with all my heart
My love for you was real and true
But I'm going distance caused
I need to free my heart out
of your imprison lies
 
i refused to be your love
i want to free my heart
from your imprison lie
the love you played me



gone to far i'm freeing
my heart from your imprison lies
i cant stay here i cant bury
don't trance me i wont left you
mark to track me
it better that we are distance
i cant bury the lie you
place me through
i know you never look for me
i left the work caused i want to avoid you
i left my only  happiness and important that
was real to me
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Heart Confession
 
If we could just kiss like there never was a sore
Inside the heart to the depths of our heart
If only we could hold on each other once and last
In our heartbeat shout no matter the time we spent
I swiftly recover and forgetting what fearing my heart
If the right time come our heart attachment
 
And heartbeat we surely feel it movement once more
Will someday connected love blossom grown inside our love
I maybe can’t feel your present by my side or to hold our embraced
Just let walk out of your life need to escape and free my heart
Just to free my inner soul of my heart that has been imprison
By the words that changed the novel of our love life
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Solitary Love
 
When I give you my heart a pureness of love
You shade me your falseness of love all of this year 
I’m no longer your victim in your falseness love
Never though you willing to hurt me
It changed how I feel now don’t tell me you love me
Or either you care your only wasted your words
 
You can no longer make me stay
Don’t tell me you miss me
Don’t tell you miss the smile
The beautiful soul
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Would You Miss It?
 
Do you ever think of us the
way our love has once blossom
DO you miss the passion that
love once embrace in our
inner soul of our heart
attachment inside ours heart
where it belong
 
Do you longing for a warm
kiss that long ware off
do you longing for a kiss
that has once attach our lips
do miss the warming
of our embrace
year has passing us
do you think of me
in your silent moment
do you ever think of me 
In your silent surround
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Solitary Feelings
 
Where did the loving moment disappearing
In my restless heart incompatible feelings the wound
You place has awaken me through my sleepless hours
Within my solitary feelings where did the real passion
Pure love disappearing in a unseen air around us
Where did the heart attachment lose where did the passion gone
Of pure kiss has locked the lip pure love changed how it feels
 
You played a false love you played me too far
You fool me with lies your excuse never fool me apart
The pureness of my love you cheated my heart
You try to confess that your love was real and you repay me with betray
I never sacrificing my path of life for real love to get to you
I never think of my own happiness but you
I did sacrificing to be with you even in my risky path
I walk a raining fall and a dusty windy day even when
The sun refused to shin in daylight so grey
 
 
In my solitary love
In my heart you alive
In my soundless prayer
I always missing you much more
Till I let go and free my heart
 
I value you mostly I love you with all my heart
You repay replay me my heart and feelings
You drowning me deeper under your prisoner
You locked me with unfaithful love 
I free my heartbeat
 
 
I never was so ever important I never was so ever much values to you
Like you are to me Till I forgot to think my own happiness
Your words make us distance I free my heartstrings
Caused I can’t coup half way through any longer
Caused I have enough of your fake love
In my solitary heartbeat I love you enough to let go
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You Can Never Stole My Heart
 
Through the sound  of my breathless beats of my heart
Made my way across in the silent distance among us
I step out without  looking back to you 
A flash of your cold words and change everything
You can never stole my heart You kept me breathless
thought your love was ever pure and true
You played my hear and made me the fool
to believe that you care don't expect me to come back
I should have just walk out I'll  chosen to leave your life
Your love was the false impression  that kiss has no effection
Just a lock of lips you try to kept me fallen into the your false betrayal game
in the game of false love you kept me here so long
I should just walk out but I'm freeing myself from all of this drowning lies
The passion you toke advantage of my heart your prison me with all the lies
 
 
Don't give me an excuse to kept me here
I'm letting you go just to free my heart in your prison of love
I let go of our hold I'm not a game to be played it hurt much too deep
Deeper more then you ever ease
I have loved you I have given you my pure side of love
I care and I have given it all till you place in risk 
Don't expect me to be near you made our heart distance among us
I recovered from all the sorrow you place me
Don't tell me you miss the smile or the love that kisses our love alive
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Uptown Girl
 
I'm not a shame to say this
I'm declare I'm my dad little girl
Surely notice a rock trend
I may grow up with musician
Classic opera soft rock ballad
My childhood best friends nicknaming
Me flower girl ever since
I was younger then
 
My heart is made of petal of roses
My childhood friends may recognized me
As an uptown girl from the block
Who wear high heels everywhere she goes
 
Who play piano singing &quot;Hey Jude&quot; with Papa
In a younger age in late 97's
The track of #23rd the album Love by Beatles
I'm sure aware my dad the rock star
I'm just a girl who love the trend of 97's style
And its stays with me no matter how old I get
Rock Goth trend don't dies in fashion and music industry
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Bella Calamidades- Beautiful But Unlucky (Classic
Ballad)
 
Can't you felt the crack in the distance?
Of the heartache far too long
 
Where did love come from?
The start we lay eyes on
A thousand tears
A thousand words
Has left with question far too long
 
That words may freeze
That can't seem to speak out
But the heartache fades away somehow
 
Just a longing embrace
Secure the heart
Just the right place
At the moments
Time set us together
 
Love is full of puzzle a question
That tangle beautiful of soul
 
base on a Spanish movie series
Bella Calamidades (Beautiful But Unlucky)
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Hilos De Amor- Threads Of Love (Classic Rock Ballad)
 
You cut me off like a thread
Like no sense of feelings
Are you blind to see?
That love captivated
The two hearts that beat
 
How to overcome
These feelings captivated
Irritation inside
Would you hold?
Or let it all go
 
Would you treasure my heart?
That longing for your kiss
Longing for your embrace
 
Take a clear looked of the heart inside
Hold it take it for granted and don't regret
If you don't know how it will made
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Note Book
 
I'm your ghost stuck in past
Can't you feel me?
What holding us apart?
For so long now
Just a distance
In between set us apart now
That lingers in time
The iciness inside
The heartbeat
Make a big different now
But love has no limit
More then it was
Strong as it was then
Just a long breath
That has no words
Kept us silent
What remain of us?
Just a treasury
Just a memories
Of you & I
I'm your ghost
Stuck in past
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Good Girl
 
Good girl only come once
treasure her like a treasury
of your own heart you can't seek the values
unless you open up the eyes of your heart
to seek the beauty within her forgiveness
is the step to walk out of doubt for a better day
life in a blessing hopes what kept us moving on
love is a cure when heartbeat
felt secure love give us freedom
being yourself forgiveness is
the way of letting go of sore
carefree and loyalty is the best answer
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Vocalist
 
Every band member has a lead vocal
Every singer has a natural voice
Every backup singer has an
Opportunity to start somewhere
 
There no perfection in anything you start
Start from scratch is the only one way to a method is a way of gain
Learning a new form of voice twisting from lower higher and softer
From higher note to softer and natural beat to get it right
From opera classic to classic rock ballad to pop ballad
Combine the beat that measure the voice above at the top of your lung
 
Or either below your voice to match the right beat
High note to medium softer as you lower your voice
To the right rhythm to taste your right sense of rhythm
Within your voice only if you learn the unique tick tack
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Remembrance
 
The nagging and the laughter
The smarter and the talkative
The silent and the understand
The artistic and the bookworm
The LP fan and funny idol cast on stag
The harry potter casting and composer
The Mother Nature recipes that has
been sang long ago
Remembrance of old school song
reach for the star climb every mountain high
 
That has been sang long ago
it was so long ago the
sound has vanish in time
A strange of remembrance kept aside
in a quite zone can't hardly notice
just a silent captivated and
kept us thinking
Just a glimpses of seeing
strange face look so familiar
School picture of park house Akis-Bs
the former school of DESS memory
But some forgot the name
just a smile across the distance
of a silent embrace
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(rock Ballad)    Hold On And Letting Go
 
A scary path to take
Everyone have to carry on
They're shoulder behind them
It's worth of holding on and letting go
Caused somewhere in the drowning edge
Of your core there always a prayer
It worth of waiting
It worth of prayer
The downfall you can't seem to hold
Patience and calmer
You know who you are
Don't push it caused
I have enough
So I'm letting it go
I have enough of this
Thanks for all that negativity
Enough is enough
So I'm walking out
Please don't keep me here
Giving me another excuse
To stay I had enough
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The Vampire Diaries
 
Secret hide to your heart
Within you and I
The soul speak in silent
The unrest less beat
Of the heart linger
In times of harmony
Beneath us just a warm
Embrace captivated us
In our logging
What did it made us
Distances are so far
Within secure of our heart
The rhythm of the heart
Just beat inside us
But no matter how far
The distance you're the
Secure inside me
Overcome the fear
That abandon
I'm just a ghost
That traps inside
Your memories
What left of me?
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Holding On & Letting Go
 
Breathing without air is like breathing without love
Love makes everything goes round the purpose
To seek the real meaning of true love
From the bottom of your heartfelt
You can feel it inside you
When two heartbeats become one
Like the sea and salt combine and wash in shore
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Loving Him Pure By Heart:
 
Endless love which capture the soul the
heart which worth pounding alive
we are close but yet to distance
between two heartbeats some how
the sound of the voice and the heartbeat
sound so distance an arm to reach him
longing for his embrace we are near
but yet so far, Love when I look
into your eyes your eyes sparks all over again
like falling in love all over again like the
very first moment we close our eyes with
while lift high up to reach a lasting kisses
fallen in love all over again
 
young love grown stronger till we get old
it was the real loved at first and the last
I love you with all my heartbeat the way we
fit perfectly in each other’s arms
the heartbeat beating so lightly alive
peace of secure real love place like
a never endless kisses faith lead me
to you my love all i want for my
birthday wish is to grow old with you
to love you more to care about you more
all my birthday wish is you since
the very first moment we meet
 
I never felt like this before that got
to mean something my first love was
everything bless I wanted to kisses
you all night long just to show you
how it felt to be loved  by the one
who love you best pure from the
heartbeat
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The Real Meaning Of True Love:
 
the way you love one person its
not how long you stay together
it’s about how true deeply loved
through your heart it’s how you
values each other which the love
grows big and strong
 
Missing the precious person through
your heart and your soul is a way of
remembering how much you loved him
when you are in the same community
but yet you felt so distance your
heart want to beat alive just want
to be beside him in his arm where
you belong and felt loved like the
first time all over again
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Real Love Is Like A Played Of A  Chess:
 
Real love is like a played of a chess game
where the boy is the king and the Queen is
his the real boy  whom turn to real men
will always afraid of losing his queen
 
His queen will always risking everything
just to protect her king no matter how
many people break you through no matter
how many people’s around you try to bring
you down your heartbeat belong to him
that how you loved him with all your
heartbeat with the pure
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Sometime:
 
Sometime love stood you in space
Sometime you can’t learn what you missed
Sometime time stood in the middle
its take a moment to realizing
the part of you which missing the pure
love which you felt that you can’t
seem to bury the hurts
When you thought of going with someone‘else
can ease the wounded of your heart just to
replayed the heart whom you love somehow
you want him to realizing some part of you
which his eyes can't seem to open either
to see you through his  eyes or either to
open up his heart realizing that you
fall in love with another from stranger she
higher through magazine starting of missing
of each other whom understand the values  of
the beauty from her heart start a new chapter
even your heart bleed to wound somehow it ease
froze in the past of love dissolve through its
melting point of the ice new real love blossom
like the seed that grows in springs
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If Only:
 
If only there no religious no existing of war a  peace can
be concord in harmony if only pain never existing if only
the heart wont bury the pain for so long inside or either to felt trauma  which
given the shock at heart which a long year to coup the hidden tears cry in silent
once for the last if somehow tears don't burst through the eyes why do
forgiveness seem uneasy when the heart it wasn't  at the right place to sensible
to take the risk the lost of pure love has place within you
 
If only self-sacrificing can be seen just to seek the values of pure at heart
somehow the hurts of lost never been place when chances promised seem to
break somehow you felt calm even its bleed of risk
its takes time to swallow the pride, it's take time to love again to recover the
pieces that breaking the lost of love which hopes seems to lose when the heart
full of bleed broken pieces the peace which lost somehow the love which frozen
in the time when hopes seem to fade to reach him knowing his the right place
even its hurts somehow feelings
abandoned
 
 
Just want to felt the secure of comfort love once more if only pure loved can be
seek the true beauty through his eyes from the very start if only the eye can be
open through his heart maybe the pain of lost  never existing its take a years to
heal if only the one you love
don't played the game through your feelings know your not the fool
you open up the door of your heart through your word pure
as a see through sea water in a daylight and give a bright light
in the evening
 
If only chances can make it up if only his heart open up to you
if somehow tear don't burst maybe the doesn't felt the shock
the real true pure loved reunite unspeakable voice like the
heartbeat, somehow the heart ease love grow stronger through forgiveness
through the heart which ease the lost
renewed the broken promises the lost
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He Will Always Be My Precious Heartbeat:
 
A chance seem to break await seem abandon
out in a cold air holy Friday 17th January 14 evening fall
the kisses and  hugs been missed slips through the hands
of hold of secure  the air can’t be seen the love can’t be reach
felt the abandon of love been missed in moment of time
 
felt it through your heart passage of
the heart can’t seem to be seen
what reflect in your heart can’t be seen
by your other heartbeat that is
the men you love by heart
 
the men you love with all your heart
somehow heartbeat don’t felt the living
of its movement missing of times
which the heart misses him so dearly
time slips through you like the air
knowing it all that the love you given was
million times size of pure love at heart
 
the main purpose of high heel  that wear
on your foot from the tip of your toe
just to reach his heartbeat core just to hear
his heartbeat somehow its attach  to your heart
and made it one heartbeat of sound loving him
he was the only precious pieces the heartbeat alive
through him the pure love at heart the peace of
secure  strong love of young love in heart
 
from the short to tall that doesn't count
but the heartbeat combine in one
that how the real beauty love of happiness
he made you existing which love brings
among us through God pure  love 
 
Somehow fight hurts that lost the feelings
doesn't existing somehow it was wash away
through the forgiveness
somehow you mind if peace



felt of secure like there no broken heart
in between the heart of pure that loves
bring back two heartbeats His my precious heartbeat
all my prayer through God wish your happiness
all there was for you my love
your my only precious heartbeat
which make my heartbeat felt secure
and alive love with all my heart
and soul like a lasting breathing
till the last heartbeat of my
my darling precocious of my
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In Every Heartbeat:
 
In every heartbeat have a cure of secure when things turn upside down, betrayal
an unhealthy environment puling and pushing you away, turn to inspiration as
they seek the true values of you
through a wish list which grant your  wish of reality
can't take the place caused its hurts
you the love you almost lost reunite 
through God wish, all you want is to
escape in a prison of lies drama bees
spreading lies all-over the place
 
Can't bare the happiness of other transparency of the heart
which you close guy friends admit and admire  you goodness not just because,
your beauty voice of heart that is pure no lies of drama
The heartbeat only for the person your sincerely love
from the first moment he lays his eyes on you in the 7th august
breezes 08 in a holy Thursday you knew yourself your heart will dies
he would never understand you
he never will seek it
 
swallow of pride bury inside the only
place where you want to be
just to be in his arm forever grow old
like a stronger loved
the secure, he can't meet that caused
he never understand your
feelings or to respect You give you
meaning values of his heart
you capturer still hopes through the
prayer will send us both together in
one place of spouse caused the heartbeat
dies as he left you in a cold
of abandon
 
 
Loving him completely was an existing meaningful
of happiness that money can't give or buy
its the bes part in the journey of real love
if only God open up his eyes
through his heart before someone take



her away the only real love is him
only him the place of secure
where the heart place of real
existing of real happiness pure love
she given all her self sacrificing
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Beautiful  But Unlucky:
 
swallow of pride inside her
since a child grown without
a mother grown without a father
that long gone in times
the tears hidden in the dark brown eyes
the crying tears of tiredness
turn her eyes to hazel a dark brown
circular around her eyes
 
the long love she waited that she never knew
a stranger boy that grown up to be a men
a words of his voice running through her
mind I knew who you are, I don't know
whom you are a false of memory as a child
I never forget that eyes
only you have that eyes he recalled
they recalled their way a sudden
memory recapture the real love renews
he take her breath away no men can
ever touch her heart the same way or
recovers that never seem to break
she swallow all her pride
the sore never heal a mark of hole
 
Beautiful but unlucky caused there
no prove from each end of the godmother
and the aunt, the real loved among
the real heart the recapture all the
childhood memory rebuild like it never
be crash down like a swallow of pride
 
The heart will never rest unless
the purpose  will completely
that would be the happiness
cure secure that the heartbeat
for him only him have the secure
of her heart no one can ever
capturer the heart 
caused the love will dies



as the heartbeat dies
 
The only real beauty was her heart pure of gold
pure of love which have been criticize the goodness
of her and turn it to a crime of lies
which breathing her in shock of heart
gone without trance
caused the hater will go behind
and place her to prison
men seem to drown to her beauty
caused of her heart
only one men have the place
in her heart caused she can't be secure
unless she is his bride, if only the men
will escape the blind side of marrying
someone he do not love caused
the heart will dies as it lost
its breathing
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Real Loved:
 
Real love don't happened its happened
once in a lifetime a life that worth a wait
a purpose that never meet his heart can't
be reach to be open the hope to be his bride
the wish of hope for so long through a silent
prayer above the heaven pray to God for a sigh
of answer caused his the right place which the real
pure loved existing the real meaning
in your life he completely you life
it was a bless how God send him to you
the piece of pure heart that you given  with
the true and said it many times before you loved
him the only right place where you heart felt
the real secure
 
Its take time to recover the hole that can't
be seen through his eyes but you know how to read
through him, his heart the pride which you swallow
for so long tears of pain, which you given up
the pleasure of hurts wounds inside
calm in silent of  tears its almost made you left
without a words of trace apart of distance almost
lead no way, as the heart isn't sensible
 
 
Real love  don't happen just like that
the last real love you ever give by the heart
that can never be touch by no one young love
grow stronger the only right place of happiness
existing within you is him the secure  that has
a sense of meaning you give your values through
your heartbeat with the pure 
 
It easy to be pure through the heart through the
words you said, never seem to be repaid in the
same way  even the swallow of pain which bury
inside self-sacrificing everything for him
but he can't see it clear through his eyes of
his heart



 
The misses meant to dissolved real loved
some how kisses and the hugs fade some how
felt so distance, its funny how other
get so inspiration through you how they used
to play a bullet through you
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Don'T Ever Say That You Love Me:
 
Don't you ever go deeply inside me?
Which the heartbeat can be felt
in the arm of loved do you even know
how its felt in the heart
that missing part of him
the longing to hold the reach of hugs
that has been missed the kisses that
the time has frozen, close distance
seem so far
 
seems like the love fade some how
in some-way that the heartfelt
of reject like abandoned
 
Abandon of  tears of an ocean
through the words he said
which makes you want to walk of
without a single words to express
its more painful when you walk
without explaining the feelings
which abandon without respect
 
 
Don't you ever say you loved me
unless you mean it from your heart
through your words deeply by the heart 
I don't want to play a game
the hide of tears burst like
an ocean I self-sacrificing many time for you
I recovery myself you never help me 
 
I swollen my pride say something
caused the heart always bury all
the pain, but the missing arm which the
heart felt secure open up your eyes
to see it through
Somehow you felt like he never loved you
from the pride swallow inside
 



Why do real love which you given
through your heart meant to be bleed
like the values never been seek
through his eyes
the last of your tear burst
the heart has no secure
caused its break once more
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The Heart Of My Is Your My Love:
 
You're the strength that makes me believe when tears
burst my eyes when hopes seem to given up believe in
hopes again You're the right place where I found
peace like there no war exist the love which
touch my soul & heart
 
No one can ever replace you in the heart of my
the never endless love romance lifts up the
meaning to the heart to  the soul of my
you're my everything to me the only right place
the Angel aimed the real pure meaning of pure
love in my heart which I have give it all to you
with pure of the heart, the understanding that
no one can ever underrated the good side and
the bad
 
The angel directed me to you or you to me
through the prayer to God secure the heart
the place where my heartbeat come alive
once more somehow sore never exist
my only purpose that have an existing is you
the meaning of pure love risk self-sacrificing
in life
 
You're my permanent place I found my real happiness
pure love I want to grow old with you my love
I can prove and save all my kisses all my love
till the end of time in my life its the true
that can't be fool
 
I love you with all my heart you're the most
precious pieces within in me that God bring
us back through his Angel like the bless of
prayer in the heart of my
 
No one can ever replace my pure heart of love
through you, No one can ever replace you
no one can ever replace my pure heart to loved you my love
no one can ever break through what we have is real



the real beauty which the heartbeat capture the meaning
no one can ever understand only two partner can felt the
real meaning
 
The place of excitement laughter happiness comes alive
the real pure love capture the in-depth of our soul heart
combine in one the place of comfort of loving arm
secure heart the place of love no one can ever
replace the real beauty
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Boy's Best Friends
 
Double invitation for new year eve's bash
Stuck up babysitting your brother's
While practicing your vocal reaching
your perfection of your voice
 
Lucky unlucky double the story
strange love reflect a midnight strike
in the eyes of one of your best friends
lucky you worth there to be present
or else you best boy friends  will fix
up with stranger
 
Only boys are the fool only girls know
the true how to give the heart away
with values how to read through the silent
feelings in respect but boys can't seem
to understand  the secrecy of the heart
till they almost lost it for good
 
Boys fall in love like there no tomorrow
like somehow they dissolve drown
within  the stranger, for sure love start with
stranger until the real upcoming appear
girl give away the heart with pure
end up with hurts and burst the tears
the heart can't be sensible at place
some boys are the fool caused they can
see the values, some is a chances some
it renew which keep the love alive with true
 
Never thought in your mind that boys are your
friend a person whom you can talk freely
frank and easy, rather then girls gossiping
about boys and making drama out of small things
never know that you been run by boys of admire you
in some point for kindness giving understanding
reader of mind heart transparency
some boys are giving it up on their girl until
they lose it



 
while girls hates you caused they can never be you
jealousy end up with drama plastic smile
act of queen bees buzzing around with gossip
lying about for the lies wasting time
for something that they can't have
breaking a person heart
 
rather then being themselves with true
playing like the games of tag of war
somehow they want the person
to bring down, completely wasting times
causing they are indeed fooling themselves
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His Girlfriends The Poet:
 
His girl the poet who love's to write
the meaning full of real beauty of love
strength of  the real beauty of the heart
and reach the soul undying love
forever lasting
 
love and kisses mark the heart
till the end of time sinking filling
your heart with secure
 
The real partner God send you both
your soul and heart filling within
complete the longing of his hold
the precious pieces
the heart belong permanently
 
as the season changes in a month a
passing new years come in our life
the real pure love from the heart grow
more stronger with strength to carry on
the heartstrings will never cut-lose
 
maybe the age grows that how love
grow stronger ever lasting happiness
that cure the healing the tear the lost
which brings the best out of someone
who mark your heart with meaning
 
the key of understanding reader of mind
reader of heart seek it with meaning
feelings in silent which no one can
open the heart of someone with beauty
 
that how love mark the meaning
unspeakable words which the heart
felt that is how pure love start
undying romance which capture
the in-dept of our soul
and the heart
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Twins Effect:
 
The twin effect the sense of sadness
the sense of joy two soul two heartbeats
combine in one in secret of silent
of  mind reader of understand of silent
 
Looking at the twin babies
that just start to run playing about
like best friends for a lifetime
growing old as best friend
never stay apart
 
felt some part of you is missing
in time, It all make sense
as you think through the words
the words of your aunt running
through your brain she have to
married a person who loves her best
which it is indeed important to me
dearly to my heart and soul
the words of your beloved mother
running through your brain
that who has give birth to see the world
If there is another you she will not
response the way you did
 
Somehow time froze in past
never knew you has a twin sister
going back in time in the early morning
10: 10 am Thursday breeze in the month
of march year of 90's your the first
never seem to hear your other heartbeat
of your twin only god know
 
going back in time the spice girls
born a group of friends who growing up
knowing their own style by their own
personality as what they are
Scary, Sporty, Baby, Ginger, Posh
of spice in unique way



no vocal that how sister were born too
 
The true meaning behind Viva forever
no endless friendship only the good times
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Pouring Rain:
 
Pouring rain drops in the evening
breeze of January 5th longing to be
in his embrace hope he will be there
when you return home from work
wishing to be in the embrace of his arm
in the pouring rain
never know that you missed him
just to be in reach of his arm
where the secure belong of your heart
just knowing that you have been loved
by him, a missed of kisses a missed
of his warm embrace hope he was there
road way just to wait you for a kisses
and an embrace just to be warm
with loved
 
The heart speak it out through silent
kisses and warm of embrace like the
pouring rain drops as a tears
like the drops of tears fall
turn to ice cube in snow
 
looking at the gift polyresin fairy
like a mystic romance out in the blue moon
in love, like the sea bay around your love
somehow the polyresin fairy look alike an
angel only the difference is the wing
somehow you have your guard watching
over you while you awake or a sleep
imagine that it was him who watching over you
for sure ever human has their angel
 
your heartbeat come alive
loving someone is the value part in life
which brings the meaning lead to happiness
no one can ever take it away from your heart
its like the heartbeat which make the human
alive and to understand the meaning which
make out the precocious to your heart



like the air of oxygen
 
If only I have a driving license
I know I would have take you
to the place that no one knows
to the secret hind out just for the
two of us, privacy out of the crowded place
the place where no one ever trance us
Loving you to the fullness of my heartbeat
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Never Thought I Missed
 
A pouring tears till midnight new year eve's 14 tears
Knowing that you'll be missing you little sister
Embrace her as much as you could before she go
Your first best friend in the family
Since we ware a child once, hope for her successfully
 
 
A missing pieces which the heart can't
seem to be sensible the
one you loved a part a distance
your heart can't hold it much longer
Just want to felt right just to be in his
embrace can't seem to reach to him
right now cause the distance pass our way
 
The only right  place where your heart
belong which seek the real meaning in
life which brings the best out of you
the happiness that no one can ever
rebuild the beauty of the heart
 
No one can never find within you
The One you love complete from
the heart of your
Distance closer us both
two heartbeats alive once more
 
The laughter of smile bright up once more
faith brings back by hope trough the pray
the one we hold on to like a heartbeat
and soul combine together like the heart
never been break apart before
 
The only cure was the one and only person
who has the keys to open the heart of your
to the love  which seek the true
to the heart of pure to love once more
the right place where your heartbeat
alive and  belong



somehow the heart never break before
the real meaning of excitement of laughter
bright up once more with a smile
somehow agony fades away
and the heart felt secure once more
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The Cure Of Heart
 
Burying pain is like a prison of sore
Every sliding imperfection
When your heart can't be sensible
Wash with sore bury pain
Till the tears bursting out your eyes
Knowing that your heart has a missing
pieces tears of silent voice
turn to speechless
 
When the distance can't hold your ground
Knowing that your other heart is missing
Missing his heartbeat to be heard
No distance wanted to walk apart
Somehow faith brings us back together
Somehow the sore light up and ease
Giving us to speak it out both
which reflect to our heart
 
 
Giving us away to be in each other embrace
In his arm like cuddly child with warm
The only right place for your heart
belong
 
Loving a person with all your heart
Open up the door to beauty
Loving a person deeply y heart
Which make relationship stronger  
Loving someone is a precocious
treasure from our heart
No one will know
the secrecy beauty only two heartbeats
and two soul can understand the values
of each other feelings and
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Quotation Of The Heart Speak The True Of Love At
Heart
 
Why can't we be together when the heartbeat felt so alive
When we are meant to be, Why is it hard to breath when you
fill all the bury of pain alive inside you
your heart fill with secure the happiness where there
in his arm where forever love rebuild and renewed in a
passing year month love blossom in the heart money
can't buy happiness Don't let go the real pure love
inside you, caused you regret losing the one you need
for a lifetime, a person whom can heal your pain read
you through your feeling understanding deeply within you
secure your heart who seek the meaning values within you
like no other can ever know the meaning behind your words
 
you never going to find another the one
you almost once forever lost
Never know it turn to grey as we walk a distance without
saying goodbye its much pain full pricing the heart that
human can't see a heart but to felt the wound inside
fill with pain goodbye never said
Fear of let go of someone important caused his your
precocious that mark and brings the best out of you
which mark the heart of you
Your place a shock of heart attack as each partner seen
the same face of his girl or her guy at the gym or either
at the rode way of drive
 
Both heartbeat are missing each other don't let go
make a permanent together with the prove
caused real pure love happened once last for a lifetime
Don't let the one you need pass you by
Don't let your heart regret of lost the real meaning
of pure love at heart
 
Chances are made to re-fix the healing forgiveness to
free the fear of real love mark once in our life time for the last
No one can touch your heart unless your felt secure comfort
warm the love given the meaning
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Thing Happended In December
 
I used to love December month
rain of snow fall in the City of Amman
Never knew I lost the one I need
The one who love me and care
about me more then I do
 
 
 
Never want to remember the lost of
aunty & Uncel that lost in time
Never want to remember the death
of late aunty nas passing with cancer
unexpectedly not knowing caused you
regret without seeing her in the
hospital bed caused you left your
high school ride by the bus home
 
unexpectedly  know that she has pass a way
Never want to remember the late hero of
our country our grandpa who loves us since
the day that I was born
That how I stop playing the piano
he never was there 
Never want to remember the whisper
from the men whom you  give your
pure love from your heart
whispering voice in your ears
Your a wife to to me  with a kiss
in a cold December 2011 new year eve's
you end up to distance
caused you lost the person you love and
loved you much more then you do
 
When the heart start to heal
the one you need the most
was never there just when the
happiness start to blossom
 
The heart will never be the same



Your heart can never be sensible
as it was before, no matter how
you wait for so long for him
is like waiting for snow in Qatar
with full of disappointment caused
it only be rain cold or sunny.
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If The Love Meant To Be Broken
 
If the love meant to be broken
will the wound ever heal?
Will the heart be unlocked?
Will the heart have a secure place?
Why do fear hard to be free when the
heart is wounded with sore
Is it worth of sacrificing hopes
Walk through dusty windy air
Walk through rainy fall
Just to reach to him on the other side
Just to hear his heartbeat
Just to lay you on his chest
hearing his heartbeat felt alive
 
With the tinder of a kisses
With a warm comfort in his embrace
Why the laughter of excitement
of smile fade away?
 
 
When you bury a lot of
pain sore of lost
When you lost the one you
love pure from the heart
Happiness there was no more
When silent remaining with no word
Only distance place us apart
 
Why did you let go?
As the heart has heal
But you break it again
Do you even think of me?
Do you even missed me?
Caused I do so
 
Its best to keep quite like a silent
tears bursting in some-point
You pray for hope to open his heart
to seek the meaning
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The Girl He Use To Love
 
The girl he use to love
She use to smile as bright as the moon
Like the stars in the night light
like the day shine  as the bright sunny day
light up the day like a sun flowers blossom
through her silent smile
She use to laugh, laughter through excitement
That all reflect from her heart
with a smile and laughter mix all together
Which turn to beauty of her soul heart connection
 
One sliding tears bury pain, hurts with sore
hinder away from him loving him just the same
way somehow wound never exist
In the comfort of his arm with secure
She seek fear free her soul of her heart
Loving him pure from her bottom heart
Undying loved which seek the beauty
That mark in the heart
 
Someone always in the way
Apart us from falling in and out of love
But the true no one can ever break
our pure love from the heart
Never say never you might lost the one
you need the most, Sometime you realizing
in first place sometime you realizing late
Never to blind to close the eye of the heart
Always best to let love in and learn the beauty
Only two heartbeats can understand the meaning
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Lyric: Confidential Heart
 
You told me to walk a distance
Between us speared way
How can you be too cold at heart?
Do you even have a heart? 			
To let go of the real meaning
Why can’t you hold it?
It’s hard to breathing most of the time
When everything start to crumble
 
 
Stand in time like bursting tears our eyes
Nothing more you can say to me
I read through your silent
Without a words need to be said
Said out loud screaming it loud
To resale what inside just to find the healing cure
It the confidential of the heart itself
Caused reflect in my heart where its bury
Confidential that can never said to felt it to ease it away
 
 
To love again is never easy
All I knew the secure of the heart is you
You were the right place within me
The place where the heart belong
Even the heart was in pain
The only cure was only you
To heal the wound inside
 
I miss you even more than just a word
The conflict of heart it will never be the same
You were the missing pieces there was in me
Like a heartbeat about to die in silent tears
Like dying  of a heart rate the risk of life
Can’t safe
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Remember  The Old Romance In Time
 
Remember the titanic how men safe the women
that he fallen in love the very first moment
he lay his eyes which capturer
his soul heart not blindly
 
Stopping her from falling in a deadly cold sea water
He secure her heart slowly with a healing
Somehow the fear free her soul from her heart
Love have no limit it grows pure from the heart
no matter peoples around us may bring us down
apart us away
 
Remember How Rome & Juliet in a modern way
When Juliet can't coup the pain of losing
the one she love her Romeo pension her own self
just to break through the prison ageist the
law of rich and poor boundary die to toxic herself
to escape the wounded heart of her
and Romeo shot himself and bleed for his love
as she wake up his body appear to be dead
she shot herself caused her life have no meaning with him
 
That what you called pure loved at heart
your heartbeat can never be the same if
you let go the one you need the most
The one person who secure your heart
and free you fear from whatever in your way
The happiness will only appearing
once in a lifetime caused pure beauty
is the soul of the heart that leading to
the realistic of pure love
caused no one can ever take that away from you
 
The realistic heart which make a women selfishness
is when the heart bleeding they kept going back
to her men remaining calm through pain of wound
in the hand of his where she belong and longing
to be loved and the heartbeat full of secure
give the meaning of pure love away without repayment



caused the pure love only once and that is him
 
But some men can't understand what behind
the pain which lead to anger
choose to walk out caused of his wish
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Froze In Time I
 
I can never laugh or either smile from the heart like I used to be
The heart will always reflect the smile and laughter
From the soul the pure love which beauty capture
In the heart that has frozen alive
it never be the same
it never be so right caused the heart will never be sensible
Caused you has lost the one you need the most
Precious to your heart and soul
 
My heart will never be secure
The love of pure from the heart and the
soul which lead to pure love
The missing pieces was  the precious  one 
 
It meant to be froze bury inside
No happiness will come in
Silent is the hide
Cause the heartbeat dies
As we walk a distance
You can't find your happiness
Felling of secure where
your heart belong
 
Hope to be together
Only the dream can make it felt real
Only if the hope through prayer
Will granter by Almighty God
Just to be in the arm of the men
you loved where the happiness
was there, And never let go
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Froze In Time  Ii
 
Live without Love is like the heart
Without a heartbeat dying slowly as you walk
Lost in time froze of beauty precious
To your heart which have no existent no more
Memory that lingers in the heart for a lifetime
Live without happiness is like the heart with a hole
A smile like you can’t smile from
Your heart like it used to be
Breathing without oxygen is like
Dying softly in toxic Gas that
Can’t be smelled like the air
 
The precious someone is the only
Key to recapture and reopen the beauty
The laughter of excitement
Of pure love close to your heart
Recapture the smile of happiness
Reflect to your heart
 
Knowing that you can never love once more
That when you locked your heart completely
without wanting to give your heart away to any one
You may have a lot of admire around you
But your heart will only love one person
to the fullness of your heart secure once in the
arm of his which your heartbeat belong
to the real beauty of light
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Change Of Heart
 
I can't coup the pain or start to be sensible
It completely change a person behaviour
With the change of the heart
It will never be the as the pure love take in
Love  is a punishment the feelings
you burying a pain right deep within you
 
The smile and laugh doesn't seem
to be right cause the heart dies
 
 
The heart can't be sensible like it used to be
The happiness which keep the heartbeat alive
Has softly die within you
 
Cause your heartbeat has dies
and never wanted to be reborn
of the heart to be loved
That how you learn to locked
your heart
 
Only one person can unlocked
the door to your heart
to the place where happiness
was there
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(pop Ballad)      Unconditionally
 
How I'm supposed to exist without you
How I'm supposed to let you go
How can I stop the bleeding of the wound?
Been bury deep inside me for so long
I found the warm in your arm the comfort secure of my heart
Never see it coming to the point
That you break my heart once more for the last
The tears bursting out of my eyes
 
Unconditionally I will always love  you
No matter what happened
I will be here for you
Even you break my heart into million pieces
 
I never knew it hurts inside me
It's hard to breathe a froze speechless in the air
Like the breathing in cold raining snow
Of December
 
I found my missing pieces
The puzzle of my heart
I never knew that it would be this way
The tears froze in time
The beauty memory marks in our heart
Vision froze in time
Just let slip of a wind
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My Best Friend
 
I never be close to girls
I end up with guys
I never thought that My best guy
friends will cry after the true been said it all
How you bury for so long, in a calm silent way
The pure love was there but now there no more
The love lingers in the heart of my a froze of time
It funny how the men you truly love never cry
for you never erase the tears bursting out of
your eyes never seem to share his shoulder
to lay onto
 
You left the sore in the heart
you place inside I bury it just to escape
the wound But the wound will always left a mark
Once a sleepless and speechless night where
words aren't coming out its frozen to ice
One last tears its all over and gone
 
I always pray for your happiness
even its break the heart of my
I will always pray maybe there  was a hope
But the hope of God given a task
I'll always pray to God to keep you safe and
always happy even though we are far
distance
 
 
I never see it coming when you break it away
I never knew I would lost my best friend
My pure love mark a scar in the heart of my
If I missed I'll always place my palm above
my chest the core of the heartbeat just
imaging it was your
Just felt that you were right beside me
I'll always pray for you my love
 
When a young lady become a young women
that how much we realizing that love hurts



so much then then the lies
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My Life Without Me
 
I been hurt I've be betrayal with lies
By many peoples who hates me
who have a critical mind over me
It really ugly a person who have well
education have no mind to think in a good way
I've been pull and push around so many time
Backstabbing from the back and gossip full of lies
And talking to you in a sweet way
By the peoples at work
 
If you speak the true they turn it to lies
I've be betrayal by the one I love completely 
All the pain cover my heart with wound
Pain become anger caused the tears can never
stop fallen its continued to bleed
 
No matter how you hind it the tears keep
on fallen, Knowing that your heart can't
heal or felt secure like it was before
when you give away your heart with the real
beauty of pure loved the men you loved
never come to see it the real beauty
caused you never lie to him
Even though you know that you heart felt
the comfort secure in his arm where you
belong caused you found your happiness
 
No matter how much pain he may place
But he made you leave completely
That when you walk out
Caused meant nothing to him
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Every Hearbeat
 
My heart have been betrayal
The tears just come out without
wanting to cry its hurt more
then you ever know
 
It softly run out of the eyes
without wanting to cry
tissues is all-over the bed
Go on Go and break my heart by dumping
me through phone the words become frozen
speechless the heartbeat start to die
softy
 
Somehow pain become dissolved
words have no more to express
best to cut the phone
and cry till you fall sick
just to ease the pain you bury inside
Till you fallen a sleep with the coldness
air and fallen sick
Caused your heart can't bury it no longer
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Lyrics: Pure Heart
 
I will love you unconditionally
Even though you pull my heart string
Fill with blood of roses left wash away in the sea
Like a broken piece of piano left without its melody
When pure love at heart, place a wound inside you
 
 
Bit to bit, break apart of my heart
I’m the one who been bleed confidential
Like dying person left to walk
Frozen heart which bleed to tears?
Can’t you see the real true?
Pure of my heart deep inside me
The real love which i have given you
And your eyes and search the meaning
And the values  of someone
who loves  pure  of her  heart
 
Somehow time frozen in between us
Broken memory which placing in
Collide down the tears bursting out
Caused it hurt deep inside you can’t hide it any more
If only you could felt it do you even have a heart?
Do you ever try to read through the wounded heart you place?
Do you ever care try to understand the wounded
The feelings which breaking inside which left hidden
 
 
I will love you unconditionally
Even though you pull my heart string
Fill with blood of roses wash away in sea
Like a broken piece of piano Left without it melody
When pure love at heart, place a wound inside you
 
 
I'm not that kind of girls who played the heart
Who fools the one who love her taking benefit on her need
being too selfish wanting more
What is worst of a beautiful figure when you have a cold heart?



And wasting time gossip on something that is not true 
The true beauty is inside your heart and soul which reflect your beauty
Go and break me down if you could, i could only be real
Because i have no drama like other girls
You don’t fool me by your lies you only fool your own self
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Quotation Of What Real Love Have Repay You With
 
You never seem to see the beauty what was right in-front of your eyes
You never seem to see the happiness there was place
You never seem to open you eyes your heart to open up the door to the real
meaningful of loved your my happiness and the last person that I wish to be with
till I grow old
You never seem to secure my heart that wounded
Never seem to fight for me
Saying the words that you loved me but where is the proved?
That you loved me? when you never seem to secure my heart
 
Never seem to care how painful it was
If you ever seen me pass in the street in a pouring rain
Don't let me in caused I know you never want me to be beside you
you make me walk off just like that
 
Its easy for you to throw me I don't have any meaning to you
Caused the true men never want to say the true if they have someone
they played for his need It is easy for you to lie
 
 
Its easy for you to forget me
Its never easy for me to recover
How pure love repay me in pity pain of sore
It really not so pleasant to love again caused
I start to locked my heart, I give the pure away to you
But you made me walk off like you did many time before
This time its not my lost
 
I just don't get it why I end up getting closer having a best friend a guys, Can't
seem to fall in loved with anyone of them
What make them love me I have no clue? Is it the soft side of heart? Is it the
peace of understanding the inner person? Is it because of the transparent heart,
relationship healing of someone heart?
It hurts so bad when the men you truly love make you walk out
Your the one who risk a lot just to protect his inner feelings even its hurts you
inside to be bleed
 
It weird how the men you love can't seem to see the real pure heart of someone
who give the real pure meaning of the heart, You walk out caused, caused he



never want to be together
Caused he don't really want to be with you
Caused he have time with friend and want to lost you for good
Like a heart attack that shock you with silent speechless
 
It self pity how your own men don't see the true caused the eyes is blind to see
every meaning of pure love at heart of a women
You just walk out of his way caused he never want you there
It weird how other guys crush on you
But you can never give you love away like you did
To the one men you loved for the last and knowing that he never seem to think
of you or missed you the way you did
But that is gone like he wish to let you walk out completely
without any meaning to his heart, he want you to walk off
Your heart completely broke in million pieces
 
You never seem to open your heart the way you give your pure love away to the
only one men that bring the best of you the happiness which linger mark in your
heart, still praying to changed his mind to take you as you are
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Tears Keep On Fallen
 
Tears keep on fallen I lost my best aunty  in the late 2005 in the cold December I
lost my best uncle at the similar new year eve's lost out of no where  in a land of
lost
 
I lost the best men that is my best friend my grandpa
I never thought that I would lost the men that I love
Granny at the hospital, How much more tears I can bury?
 
I have no one to share the lost
I have no shoulder to lay my head
I have no one to talk it through just
to felt better at heart
 
a comfort arm to be lay onto, there wasn't anyone
you have found someone, I pray to God she won't
break or trash your heart or  played your feelings
like fool of betrayed five days to count down
till new year eve's
I never want to played a heart of someone
It really harm a person
Maybe I have my dream job of Music and a poet
but I can't seem to sing the same way Like I did
My heart dying I can't seem to sing my lyrics
with expressing from my heart
 
Direction we walk apart you never really  never
care or loved me I can't explain how its hurts, My
heart will never  felt the secure
 
I have no regret this time
Caused you will lost the person who love you most
if someday your realized That you need me
I won't be there caused you let me go
I won't be around
I found the happiness but you throw me
out of your life, and left me speechless
with a broke heart but if only you have a heart
You would have know how its felt
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Shock At Heart
 
I can't believe I wasted my time half of my life
To love a men with all my heart to protect the
pure love I'am taken I already have a fiance
I loved him with all my heart
 
But your the men who break the heart over
and over again
The men who mark the wound a
hole in the heart
Its speechless to speak when
your heartbreak
A heart attack that shock
you with tears
 
Knowing you heart can't coup the pain
Knowing that you can't loved again, caused
the real pure love have no meaning to
him which never place in his heart
from the very start
 
Knowing that you have no one to share
your new year eve, loving memory was just a
lie full of lies caused he never loved you
No shoulder to place your head on to cry
 
Caused his love was all a lie he need what he need
He get what he get
He trash your heart away at the end
And trow you out of his life
And wave it all goodbye
 
And never look back or reach to him
even if you misses him knowing you can't
love or give the love out
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December Tears 25th:
 
Thanks for lying to me for a long time and years
Thanks for trashing my heart without meaning
Thanks for never care about the feelings or
either respect my feeling in a way that I do
respecting your heart the feeling that no
one can ever read it but I do
I read your pain through your words even
though that words didn't come out from your
mouth, Even you hind it away from me
 
Thanks for the tears you burst for the last
The tears wasn't that much pain like it was
before, You break my heart completely
If only God open up your heart to see the true
pure love which I have given I have loved you truly
I loved you with no blind side
I completely love you with all my heart & soul
 
Its completely speechless to response, to your
question to walk  apart with a dying heart that
have no heartbeat
The happiness which was there was crash like
before the way you place the sorrow but it was
half of it
 
Its not easy to fall in love Just to give
the pure love away' My happiness was you'
you never seem to see it
I was never was you real girlfriend in first
place no roses no birthday cards no love poem
to express how much you love me you shown me
the broken heart that can't heal
caused you never know what is the meaning
of pure love
 
Don't come with your sorry my heart broke completely
Don't come to search me caused I won't be around
Don't search the update poem caused you really dislike
it don't vote it either cause I have no values



in your eyes, heart and in your life
I have no meaning to you
Let it bury deep inside me all the wound
Like the tears I've cry for you in the cold rain
Till I fall in sick till my body fall in the ground
You never seem to cry for me not even once
when I almost lots myself, I have no meaning to you
Someday you know how its felt to lost the one you need
the most
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Our Love
 
Our love froze in time whenever we
meet it come alive on 1st Thursday
7th of august love in year 08 
The love that brightness to my Heart
no one can ever reach to my soul
to open up the real meaning the inner
beauty of pure love that mark in my heart
no one can ever see it within me only you did
 
I just want to hear the word I love you
Even if its offends me with no words
Just to hear the words ' I love you'!
Just to be loved by you
 
I found my missing part that fill the gap
inside me the happiness secure my heart
fill with warm of comfort
if only you knew how lucky to be loved
by someone with the true not the lies
not by playing by your heart
maybe you wont have let me walk out
 
I will walk the dust wind for you
If the rain pouring down the earth
I will walk to reach you just to be
in you arm where I belong
If I get sick or unwell unexpectedly
I keep in search for you
Just to be in your arm or either to
hear you voice just to felt comfort
 
If only you can read a person heart
If only you read a person mind
If only you can felt a person inner feelings
Like I do
 
Maybe you would have knew how much I loved you
unconditionally I will loved you
no need to apologized caused pain relive



the door to forgiveness caused the fear
give us both a chances to rebuild our heart
to gain the stronger loved
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The Love In Time
 
The memory of love that place in time
The beauty the pure love that capture
In the heart of a person
The years pass so swiftly in a naked
of time of the year, never ending love
at heart
 
Somehow the pain heal which wash
with forgiveness and free the pain
and no more fear of insecure which
which break the heart, somehow the
pain escape its wound and open up the
heart once more and loving each others
the same way
 
No matter how many peoples try to bring down
Knowing that they can't ever break your happiness
the love will grow more stronger, when other girls
seem to changed caused it wasn't perfect
But the true love will always be in the heart
It not from the gift of expensive
Pure love is the real demimonde of pearl
 
You found yourself loving the one who touch
your soul and heart that can't be broken
You found the one you need the most
The place where your heart belong
No one can ever take his place
If a men loves you they will buy the ring
instead if wasting time
 
How ever the young women loves her men
you can see it easily by the heart
that once be wounded and stand to love
like never was there to be bleed
Real love is the last words
 
But men rather escaping with words
that lead a real women to felt unloved



with an empty words, and almost let her
walk out of his life its funny how the
men can never understand the real women
heart they end up making the real women
walk out
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Unconditionally  Love
 
The sore which hinder deep inside
reflect the heart lost in maze
reaching to the warm embrace
in cold December
Just to be in his arm to felt
that you were loved once more
 
Voicing out what hurts is always
best to free and open up the heart
a step to heal, loving the one person
to the  fullness the place
where you belong to in his arm
you felt loved
 
Your happiness was him no other
The past leading your heart to healing
To step in with forgiveness
loving someone close to the heart
leading to a warm of unconditionally love
 
Somehow there wasn't any wound of storm
which hinder inside the heart
that how real love was place
in between two heartbeats
in love, No matter peoples brings you down
You have a place in his arm where your heart
felt the comfort a better place
 
I will always love you unconditionally
No matter how far the distance in between us
You were the one that stole my heart
I stole it back in return
I will always love you unconditionally
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The Wrong Things About Love
 
Give me a space to escape the pain you place me
I can't bare this hurts inside me any more
You have no clue what path I've be through
The lies betrayal drama backstabbing
jealousy at work try to escape
from all this madness
 
Just reaching back to you
the arm the wasn't there for me
to ease the tears of my eyes
 
I thought my heart can be cure
By the love that I thought I have
Thanks for the betrayal you given me
A pieces of pain I can't coup it no more
The lies in past can't be forgot
Even the true doesn't sound like true
Caused the trust has end the hopes of trust
 
Thought I have a shoulder to cry
That was never there for me or to ease the tears
Just leave me behind  instead of you telling me
to walk out of your life
 
Don't ever come back to me
If I ever walk out of your life
Cause you never ever care about me
It make me felt useless
After all you have me all along
An made up your mind
 
I have a heart not cold hearted like yours
Cause every pain I coup it inside me
Like a dying person with no heartbeat
Compeer me with a liar? who used a heart of someone
who stole her boyfriend money for gold
for her own benefit, act of drama
I will never be the fake person with 3 faces
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Player Of The Heart
 
I maybe the women who love you then and forever
I’m just so tired to be fool by a player of the heart
Those have no answer but to fool my heart
With full of empty promises left inside me
All the pure love worth of sacrifice, but it’s of the limit now
All the answer left of clue I have figure it out
On my own same place of cure
 
Which you lead me to sore and bleed my heart dying core
I will never be your wife or your true women
Caused i can say this to you the last words
You may call me whatever you want
 
Stop with the drama and more on the effort
To prove me you love me for real
Instead of whisper to my ears I'm your
Girlfriend a wife of your, But what about the action
We are not in a music school Or A drama class of acting
but I don’t think so you will never sacrifice anything for me
You break the heart pieces a million times before 
 
I will never played a person heart
I’m just the realistic one in one
One face and one heart that will say the same
Bleed me to tears wound me with hurts
I will always love you and pray for you
No matter what happened
My heart will never lie
 
If I ever Locked my heart to love you
I'm dead sure I will walk out of your life
And never let my heart be broken
And carry on without me
I will carry on with you
By locking my heart to love again
Six year of no answer is like a chapter
without an end of happiness
When pure love lead us to give up
the hopes which have been waiting



its worth a wait
 
 
You Know already where is your happiness
but he is blind to open his heart to love
you the same, till you lost your hope and
start to locked your heart to be love is not
so easy to be return back the pure love not
even a Gold and pay the pure love
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The Women Who Trap In Past
 
The women that loved the same men for a longer year
So pure so tinder from her heart till her last breath
He thought he could get away with empty words
Which haven’t been answer and left a words
I love you babe I miss you babe
Cause both heart was a part distance
Never want to be married with her
Only played and fool her heart
 
All the lies sore her heart all it was just full of lies
Make her lost her beauty with the eye bags under her eyes
And lost a pound bursting her eyes with tears
Unexpectedly she lost a child unknown
All she can felt is the pain that time cannot erase
A stress of pain hinder from him And lead her to cancer 
Till her eyes burst in tears
In cold December evening
 
Somehow the heart left to locked to love him
Six year to complete till the year 2014
The heart will always smash and the wound of hole can
Not be erase even sorry will never erase or fill the hole
Which have been broken inside her heart of pure
Like the hole of the wall that been smash by a hammer
That how it felt to love someone so pure
 
She given up it doesn't mean that she never love him
She dose even though she have been hurt she not the fool
He may place a wound inside her, Her love will always be there
If ever the men can give you a house and turn you into a wife
That will be the art of True love to prove that he loves you
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Young Love
 
A morning cold breezy wind in December air
Seeking and reaching for the one you love
A warming of loving a body of longing to be
hold  in the arm of the one you love just to
felt the warm a heartbeat to hear by your ear
Just to felt that you are love with the comfort
 
Hot chocolate for two an warm kisses and hugs
have left and missed to be embrace
In the pouring raining afternoon
Sense of Jasmin aroma lingers behind in mid
November rain, A tears in rain never been seen
or heard its tears bursting out of your eyes
 
A kisses can't been seen
Only the heartbeat can felt just to felt
that your loved by the one who stole you heart
Love you for who you are by the heart that is pure
Like the bright light of the stars and the moon
In the pouring raining night
Real Love at heart will never dies
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Warm Of Heart
 
The tears burst my eyes when
hopes becoming fatal
The pain of lost remain hidden
but not been spoken 
 
But all I want to reach up to you
My dearest man I love
My dearest man I love don’t ever left me a
scar of  wound which the heart can’t spoken
The tears drift my pains when breathing
 
When the tears becoming uneasy to hold on
When all I ever want to hold you with
The warm beneath my heart by loving you
I have love you so very pure
transparent beneath the heart of my
Agony fades like unseen wind when you
hold me in your embrace
I have no more pain but the warm of secure
Your my everything
The happiness there were with me
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Missing You:
 
You were the one whom loved me best
You were the men that I missed more
You were the only one who makes me laugh
You were the keys to the happiness there was in me
You were the lights that bright my dark path when
 
I get lost in the labyrinth zone you were the
one who keep me moving on to the peace
 
Until I reach to the exit to found you there
just to be in your sweet loving embrace
with the comfort  of secure  which I felt
in your arm where I belong
The missing pieces is you that all
I could ever remember
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Mother’s Eyes (Poem 3.07.2013)
 
Oh mother dear when I look at you with hidden grey line
Under your silky soft naturally black hair growing white line
When I look into your eyes I remember of me and them
 
The way you embrace us with love 
The way you teach us as we grown up
The way we are naughty as a child can be
You were calm and soft with us
The way we are sad you embrace us by comfort
 
Oh mother dear with warm of her love of heart
When I look into your eyes I see everything the
meaning you want us to know and to become
Which I never seen before everything you did
and said was right for me
 
The way you show us love through us and others
By holding an infant in my arm I learn how to cherish them
Loving them like you did through us when we are a babies
I know I will be a mother; I just want to be a good mother
Just like you are, every little part of me belonging to you and papa
 
I just want to thank you and papa for being there for us growing
up with a loving family you both will always stay in my heart
Forever everlasting love your daughter with love.
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Ocean Soul
 
Ocean a part day after day
Stars bright in the night the embrace of love capture
Waves blistering as the winds blowing each direction
Lovers cover up the flame of passion love in between
that’s how loves created between two hearts & souls
Even though its break my heart a million times
Even the tears burst my eyes
 
You’re the only man to whom I’ll came back too
And learn to love again I knew I will leave you
All I knew you’re the only happiness there was in me
Where the pure of love come alive from my end to you
 
Every time I close my eyes laying on my bed the tears
burst out my eyes knowing that I will lose you
 
If only you learn how to be the therapy of others you will
understand the deepest ’’A person wound feelings the
values of person”
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Heart Connection
 
The romance set in the heart of my
My precocious gift of love from above
The heaven down to earth
The angels sent you down to me
I may be short not too tall
On to the tiptoe of my feet high up
to reach your shoulder and place my hand
above you
 
 
And lay my ear above your chest
Just hearing you heartbeat beating alive
Knowing that I have been loved
You embrace me in your arm like a child
In your arm where I belong
By the men who stole my heart
from the start our eyes capture
and open up the door of love
your the key that unlocked
the door to my heart
and lead us both to the pure love
 
 
In your arm where there no war
The place of heartbeat connection in one
Where the warming embrace of arm left open
With the comfort of ease the hurts inside me
 
 
Just a peace of secure where my heart belongs
You stole my heart away
Our heartbeat connecting in one
That how the pure love connecting to
the in-depth of our heart & soul
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My Precious Love Of My
 
Love is like a maze trying to find you way out
to the exist to reach to him on the other side
In his embrace of arm where you belong
 
Your other heart belong to him
Connected to you leading to pure love
That touch your heart last and for once
Butterfly reflect his eyes sight
God bring him to me by his Angel above
the Heaven and the Earth
 
the love we almost love renew strongly
Somehow sorrow don't exist we seek a chances
within forgiveness relive the pain inside us   
No matter what I still love you the same way
 
Your the only key to unlocked my heart
You bring the best in me your my happiness
there was in me no one can ever take it away
from me
 
 
The way that I look at you
I seen everything I never seen before
I love you more each year like a blossom
springs with a warm of
Sea bed waves with full of happiness that
no one can ever bring the best in me
You were the finance I ever dream of
you are my man I never want to let go of
Your my everything that brings the best of me
 
My precious love of my
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November Rain
 
A rain fallen on the Sunday 17 of afternoon month
of November 13 rain of fall rain have stop in the evening fall
smell of flower as he open half of his windowpane of his car
 
We longing to hold in each other arm with love tingle
inside our heart and soul, the kisses cant seem to be
kiss embracing cant seem to be hold on to each other
hugs somehow times rush us by 
 
It seem like year we haven't gaze into each others eyes
with a tinder of our kisses with an embracing soul and
heart connection in one
 
It was a month of three we haven't gaze into each others
eyes pure love will always mark in our heart
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What Is Love?
 
Love is a moments which capture all the loveliness of someone
love is like a sea waves sometime we get in argument but at the
end everything is back the way it was place
 
Holding someone lovingly without letting go promising someone without fear
unless you
can fulfil your promise to but to fear of the loss of someone deeply to your heart
 
Like the sea of an ocean kisses the sea bay of the shore like a loveliness of the
feelings of a morning sea air breezes beneath your skin
 
Love share it passion & romance a trust of heart which open
up to each other's & looking after one an others
Loves don't dies unless the heart & near death come that the end of love
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Summer Kisses
 
You told I was the angel beside you
You whispers of your love with a tinder kisse
With you warm embrace to me
You deceiving your love to me
I'm the fool to stay
 
But why? Did you kisses me twice
A breeze of a summer in a month of May 29th
Tuesday evening a different kind of kiss
Once it wasn't without a feeling
Twice it wasn't without a passionate
 
You knew it's a good bye
Even though you say if I change my mind
To be with you but there no way back
To turn to
 
 
All my pray will be with you
All my dream will be with you
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Todo Lo Que Hago Es Por Ti(All I Do Is For You)
 
Todo lo que hago es por ti       All I do is for you
Todo lo que tengo me lo has dada All I have I have given
Todas tus palabras son de amor   All your words are of love
Mi único refugio son tus brazos  My only refuge is your arms�
Todos mis deseos son de ti       All my wishes are with you
Todo en mi presente y mi pasado  Everything in my present & my past
Todo lo que quiero es darte amor All I want is to give love
Todo lo que se es que te amo     All I know is that I love you
Nada me hace ver mas             Nothing makes me see more�
que tu luz                       your light
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